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Abstra t
In this te hni al note we brie y present the analysis of the HERA polarimeters (transversal and longitudinal) as of summer 2011. We present the nal reanalysis of the TPOL
data, and dis uss the systemati un ertainties. A pro edure to ombine and average
LPOL and TPOL data is presented.
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1

Introdu tion

After the upgrade of the HERA ma hine longitudinally polarised lepton beams were available
to the HERMES, the H1 and the ZEUS Experiment. The degree of polarisation was measured
for nearly all available data with two independent polarimeters, the transverse polarimeter
TPOL, lo ated lose to the HERA-West intera tion point, and the longitudinal polarimeter
LPOL, lo ated lose to the HERA-East intera tion point. Throughout the HERA II running
period from fall 2003 to mid 2007 typi ally  97:8% of the integrated luminosity used in
polarisation dependent analyses of the experiments is overed by at least one polarimeter [1℄.
In addition, for some part of data in 2006 and 2007, a new polarimeter was used in
pla e of the longitudinal polarimeter, the avity polarimeter. The analysis of data from this
instrument is overed in [2℄, and is not in luded in this note.
In this report the analyses of the transverse and the longitudinal polarimeters are presented. For the transverse polarimeter, a ompletely new analysis method has been developed
and is presented, while for the LPOL an in-depth evaluation of the systemati errors has been
performed. This is followed by a re ommendation on how to treat the errors of the polarimeters and how to ombine the data from the two devi es to obtain one HERA II polarisation
measurement.
2

The LPOL Polarimeter

The main method of the analysis of the LPOL has been un hanged for a number of years.
The main fo us of the work presented in this note has been a areful re-evaluation of the
systemati errors as published in [3℄. Studies were undertaken to understand the behaviour
of key parameters in more detail. Extensive sear hes have been ondu ted to look for orrelations between variables in the LPOL and the LPOL/ TPOL ratio, to understand potential
sour es of dis repan y between the two devi es. To this end the data of the LPOL have been
restru tured for easier a ess, and additional variables have been in luded in the database [4℄.
The values of systemati un ertainties are given in Tab. 1.

2.1 Oine Analysis

The LPOL operates with a pulsed laser, whi h is triggered externally. The trigger is synhronised with the HERA lo k. The 3ns pulse has a non uniform time pro le, and the laser
ring has a sizable jitter of 1:5ns relative to the HERA lo k. These two e e ts generate
false asymmetries on the olle ted Compton photon energy in the LPOL alorimeter, and are
orre ted for. This potentially large sour e of systemati un ertainty has been dis ussed in
detail in [5℄, where no signi ant dependen e of the LPOL/TPOL ratio on the value of this
orre tion has been found. The urrently released TPOL data were used in that analysis and
in the study here reported.
Another e e t whi h an have a potentially signi ant impa t on the energy measured
in the LPOL alorimeter is the ba kground and pedestal subtra tion. Ea h photomultiplier
(PMT) hannel (see Fig. 1) has a pedestal, whi h an, potentially, vary from hannel to
hannel. Ea h signal from PMTs is split into two signal lines, and the se ond line is installed
to an additional ADC module hannel. Ea h of these extra hannels is delayed by 96ns, so
only the a tual pedestal instead of the signal plus pedestal is gated to the ADC module. Sin e
3

Sour e of Un ertainty
Analysing Power
- Response Fun tion
- Single to multi Photon Extrapolation
Long term Stability
Gain Mismat h
Laser Light Polarisation
Po kels Cell Misalignment
Ele tron Beam / Laser Beam Intera tion Region
Total HERA I un ertainty
Extra Un ertainty for new Calorimeter
Total HERA II un ertainty

ÆP=P (%)

1.2
(0.9)
(0.8)
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.8
1.6
 1:2
2.0

Class
IIu
I
I
I
IId
IIId
IIu

Table 1: Systemati

(relative) un ertainties of the LPOL measurements. The so- alled HERA
I ontributions are des ribed in [3℄. The extra ontribution to the error is estimated from
the studies in [8℄, and should be applied to the LPOL values measured from July 2nd 2004
onwards, after the repla ement of the ra ked alorimeter rystals. The table is adapted from
[9℄. The third olumn indi ates the estimated lass of systemati error and possible period
dependen e, see Se t. 5.1 for details.

Figure 1: S hemati

drawing of the LPOL
alorimeter. Visible are the four rystals, used to measure the energy, and the
four photomultipliers. The number odes
of the photomultipliers and their lo ation
with respe t to the HERA beam pipe are
denoted.

the pedestals are measured with separate ADC hannels, a alibration between the pedestals
in the delayed and the non-delayed lines is needed.
The alibration is performed onsidering laser O events (in luding both lled and empty
HERA bun hes). Between the two hannels a linear dependen e is expe ted, whose o set
and slope will give the alibration. An unbinned maximum likelihood t with a linear model
is done to the ADC values for the delayed versus the undelayed line. An example of a t
(taken from [6℄) is presented in Fig. 2. The t is performed every minute, and the resulting
o set and slope values are then used to subtra t the pedestal event by event, separately for
ea h hannel:
Compton
raw
Sundelayed
Pundelayed line
line = Sundelayed line
(1)

Pundelayed line = Pdelayed line O set t =Slope t :
4

Several fa tors an a e t the pedestal subtra tion. The pedestal alibration is performed
using laser O events on both empty and lled bun hes. Events from lled bun hes may su er
from additional ba kground sour es like syn hrotron radiation or Bremsstrahlung. Events
from empty bun hes will not be subje t to these ba kground sour es. Comparing the results
for the pedestal determination for the two lasses of events, no signi ant di eren es are
observed, indi ating that ba kgrounds from syn hrotron radiation and Bremsstrahlung do
not play a signi ant role in the pedestal alibration.
In Fig. 3 the ratio of the mean values for ba kground energy plus pedestal over only
pedestal is presented for all four PMTs. The distributions do not show signi ant deviations from unity. They have a width typi ally below 1%, indi ating a negligible amount of
syn hrotron and of other ba kground photons. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the dependen e of
the LPOL/TPOL ratio on this quantity, with no obvious dependen e found. This is also
onsistent with results obtained during running, from ounting the number of high energy
photons seen by the alorimeter, but independent from the laser trigger. No signi antly
enhan ed rate is observed, indi ating that the dominant sour e of high energy photons in the
alorimeter is from Compton photons.
A noisy line would result in broader ADC distributions and ould a e t the alibration
parameters extra ted from the linear t, thus biasing the pedestal subtra tion. The spread
of the signal for all four PMTs is presented in terms of ADC values in Fig. 4, for both
undelayed and delayed hannels, and for laser O events. The PMT hannels 2 and 3 appear
to be reasonably stable, while hannel 1 ( lose to the beam pipe) shows signi ant variations.
A similar behaviour (although less signi ant) is observed in hannel 4. The latter is lo ated
far from the beam pipe, thus suggesting the sour e of noise variation to be possibly unrelated
to the HERA beam line.
The observed in rease of noise might a e t the alibration parameters extra ted from
the t. To investigate whether any orrelation exist between the in rease of the noise, and
the alibration onstants obtained in the t, the quality of the alibration t is studied as a
fun tion of time.
For unbinned maximum likelihood ts no dire t goodness of t quantity is available.
However it is possible to al ulate a orrelation oeÆ ient, whi h tests the orrelation between
the values used in the t, and the assumed model used in the t. The orrelation oeÆ ient

Figure 2: Example of the relative alibration of
the delayed and the non-delayed hannels for the
same PMT. A linear unbinned maximum likelihood t is performed to the ADC values of the
delayed versus the undelayed line. The alibration is performed using laser O events, with
lled and empty HERA bun hes.
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Figure 3: Top left panel: Ratio A of the mean values for ba kground radiation plus pedestal

over pedestal energies for a subset of data taken in the se ond half of 2006, as a fun tion of
time. Top right panel: Distribution of the ratio A for the same data sample. The spread
of the data is below 1%. Bottom left panel: The LPOL/TPOL ratio for the same period.
Superimposed to the one minute data (bla k points) are shown the 8 hour average values
(red lled ir les). Bottom right panel: Dependen e of the LPOL/TPOL ratio on the ratio
A. No statisti ally signi ant dependen e is found.

between two measurable quantities x and y in a sample of size N is de ned as [7℄:
N 
xi hxi  yi hyi 
1 X
;
(2)
rxy =
N 1 i=1
sx
sy
with hxi and sx (hyi and sy ) are the mean value and the estimated varian e of the variable
x (y). If one assumes a fun tional dependen e between x and y of y = f (x), the deviation
between the data point i and the fun tion an be written as


 
(3)
yi hyi = fi hyi + yi fi ;
whi h is de omposed into a omponent explained by the proposed linear model f = a + b  x,
and a deviation not justi ed by the model. After some algebra [7℄, one obtains that the
6

Figure 4: Width of the pedestal distribution for laser O events in the undelayed (top panels)
and in the 96ns delayed ADC hannels, as a fun tion of the time.
sample orrelation oeÆ ient provides a measurement of the ratio of the sum of deviations
given by the model over the sum of the total data deviations,
q

2 =
r = rxy

v
uP

u N
u i=1 fi
u

tP
N

k=1

2

hy i
2 :
yk hyi

(4)

The al ulated values of the linear t orrelation oeÆ ient is presented in Fig. 5 for all
four PMT lines. As observed for the noise, the oeÆ ients are stable for PMT hannels 2 and
7

Figure 5: The behaviour of the

orrelation oeÆ ient (as de ned in the text) for the pedestal
alibration is shown for the analysed period in 2006, separately for the four PMTs.

3, while for hannels 1 and 4 more signi ant variations are found. Typi ally the values are
larger for the less noisy hannels. Beyond these qualitative observations, no lear quantitative
orresponden e between the noise variation and the orrelation oeÆ ients an be found.
The LPOL/TPOL ratio is investigated versus the orrelation oeÆ ients in Fig. 6, for
two data taking periods of similar size, and independently for all four PMTs. No sizable
orrelation is found for hannels 2 and 3, while for hannels 1 and 4 the results are less
stable.
To investigate whether a net e e t is present in the data, events from all four PMTs and
for di erent data periods are ombined. To avoid biasing the data, data are grouped into
periods of similar LPOL/TPOL ratio. Ea h group then is re-normalised to a LPOL/TPOL
ratio of one at a orrelation oeÆ ient values in the bin from 0:87 and 0:88. The resulting
distributions are then averaged in bins of the orrelation oeÆ ient. The results are shown
in Fig. 7. The upper panel shows the measured LPOL/TPOL ratio as a fun tion of the
orrelation oeÆ ient separately for all four PMT hannels, and for the investigated data
periods. One data sample (with light blue markers) has oeÆ ient values outside the ommon
normalisation region, and has been normalised to the only data sample overlapping its values
(in red markers) in the region 0:90 0:91, after prior ommon normalisation of the latter.
The dependen e of the LPOL/TPOL ratio on the orrelation parameter is presented in the
bottom panel of the pi ture, after merging together all the normalised data samples. No
signi ant dependen e on the orrelations oeÆ ient r is found.
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Figure 6:

The LPOL/TPOL ratio is plotted versus the orrelation oeÆ ient (as de ned in
the text) separately for the four PMTs and for two di erent periods of data taking.

2.2 LPOL Con lusions and Outlook

A omprehensive re-analysis of systemati errors for the LPOL has been ondu ted. Care
has been taken to minimise the dependen e on simulation in this, the emphasis has been
on understanding the data and omparisons with the other polarimeters at HERA. Within
the pre ision possible, the ba kground subtra tion method has no impa t on the polarisation
measurement.
Even though the noise in the signal lines was found to vary signi antly in the hannels
1 and 4, no signi ant e e t on the pedestal alibration pro edure was found, and no lear
eviden e for an impa t of this variation on the LPOL/TPOL ratio was found.
A number of other e e ts have been studied, in luding the e e t of the timing of the
laser pulse, the e e t of empty HERA bun hes et ., but no lear systemati impa t on the
polarisation determination was found.
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Figure 7: Upper panel: The LPOL/TPOL ratio versus the t orrelation oeÆ ient is shown
for the PMT hannel 1 and for di erent ontiguous periods (ea h olour and marker ode
orresponding to a di erent period) ful lling the requirements mentioned in the text. Bottom
panel: The ratio is presented for all merged data samples after normalisation. A linear binned
t is superimposed to the data, showing no lear trend of the data within the data pre ision.
The extra ted t parameters o set and slope are 1:021  0:047 and 0:026  0:054 respe tively,
for a 2 =NDF value of 71:84=38.
3

The TPOL Polarimeter

3.1 Introdu tion

The transverse polarimeter TPOL is lo ated in the straight se tion West of the HERA tunnel.
Cir ularly polarised laser photons are Compton s attered o the lepton beam and are transported 66m downstream through a beam line to a sampling alorimeter. The alorimeter has
been designed to measure pre isely the average position of an ele tromagneti shower reated
by a single photon. To this end the alorimeter is split horizontally into two halves, whi h
are read out independently. The energy asymmetry  de ned as
E ED
(5)
= U
EU + ED
is related to the verti al position of the photon hitting the fa e of the alorimeter through a
non-linear transformation, the (y) transformation. The energies used in the de nition of 
are pedestal subtra ted.
The intera tion rate between laser and lepton beam is su h that on average less than
1% of all photons are s attered ba k into the alorimeter, thus ensuring that to a very good
approximation only single photons hit the alorimeter.
The information on the polarisation of the lepton beam is ontained in the verti al distribution of the photons, where verti al has been de ned relative to the plane formed by the
10

ir ulating lepton beam in the HERA a elerator. The shift in the mean of the distribution
measured for two di erent states of light polarisation (positive ir ular and negative ir ular)
is proportional to the polarisation of the lepton beam. A key parameter in this is the so- alled
Analysing Power, whi h des ribes the relation between the measured shift in the mean of the
distribution and the polarisation.
A re-analysis of the data taken at HERA during HERA II running period be ame ne essary to optimally use the information from the polarimeters. The old analysis, des ribed
e.g. in [9℄, exhibited some unexplained systemati behaviour, showed large u tuations of
the ratio between LPOL and TPOL, and did not take some known systemati e e ts into
a ount.
The goal of the new analysis is to improve the overall analysis strategy, to make it more
stable, to improve the orre tion for known e e ts, and to in lude orre tions for new e e ts
like e.g. the dependen e on the distan e between the alorimeter and the intera tion point.

3.2 Prin iple of the Analysis

The fundamental prin iple of the analysis of the TPOL data has remained un hanged ompared to the older analysis. The polarisation is al ulated on a minute by minute basis, based
on the measured spatial asymmetry between the two halves of the dete tor, introdu ed by
the two heli ity states of the laser light.
During the operation of the polarimeters the alorimeter was regularly re- alibrated using
an automated pro edure. This pro edure ensured that the alorimeter is entred on the
ba ks attered photon beam, and that the gains of the two halves of the dete tor are equalised.
Ba kground omes primarily from Bremsstrahlung photons, from syn hrotron radiation
and from bla kbody radiation events whi h s atter into the alorimeter. Ba kground is subtra ted on a statisti al basis using spe tra re orded where the laser is blo ked o and only
ba kground photons rea h the alorimeter. This method removes all ba kground ontributions whi h are present independent of the laser light. In addition, the energy spe trum
allows for the determination of the Compton edge of the laser ba ks attering and of the edge
from Bremsstrahlung photons at the energy of the HERA beam, separately. This an be used
to test the energy s ale of the alorimeter and the pedestal subtra tion method.
An experimental independent determination of the ontribution of the other ba kground
sour es is mu h more diÆ ult. Sin e during running no data were re orded whi h were not
triggered by a high-energy photon, no unbiased estimator exists for the number of syn hrotron
radiation photons in parti ular. The level of syn hrotron radiation needs to be estimated from
the Compton data itself, as des ribed later on in this note.
The analysis of the polarimeter data is done in several energy bins. In Fig. 8 the lo ation
of the ve bins in the Compton energy spe trum is shown.
The most relevant observable used for the determination of the polarisation is the verti al
shift of the mean energy deposition in the alorimeter. This shift depends on a number of
external fa tors:
 The intera tion region between the laser beam and the lepton beam has a nite extension, transversely and longitudinally to the lepton beam. The shape of the intera tion
region has an impa t on the Analysing Power of the system. In addition the divergen e
of the lepton beam adds to the photon beam spot size on the alorimeter surfa e, onvoluting with the intrinsi Compton photon beam spread. The orre tion was previously
known as the fo us orre tion, and was orre ted for based on Monte Carlo studies [10℄.
11
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Figure 8: Left: Compton energy spe trum with the energy bins used in the analysis indi ated.
The insert at the top right orner shows the region above the Compton edge in more detail.
Right: Analysing Power as a fun tion of the energy of the Compton photon, binned into the
energy bins indi ated on the left.
 The distan e between the alorimeter and the intera tion point has a dire t impa t

on the Analysing Power. For larger distan es, the distribution of the photons on the
alorimeter at xed values of the polarisation be ome broader, for smaller distan es
more narrow. The position of the intera tion point moves around from ll to ll and
within lls. The e e t of this is orrelated to the dependen e on the beam spot size.
Photons in the low energy bin are sensitive to this e e t as well, in addition to the beam
spot size e e t, photons at high energy are primarily dependent on the beam spot size,
and not on the intera tion point (IP) distan e. This e e t an be used to disentangle
the two ontributions.
 The data a quisition system of the transverse polarimeter performed an online pedestal
subtra tion to the photomultiplier signals of the four alorimeter hannels using a late
o -time sample of the signals. There are indi ations that this subtra tion does not
ompletely remove all ontributions from the pedestals, espe ially when being generated
on-time with the lepton beam pass. In ase a small amount of pedestal shift is present
in the data this will indu e a systemati redu tion of the energy asymmetry, and thus
the Analysing Power.
 Although the laser light is measured to be 100% ir ularly polarised at the lo ation of
the laser, imperfe tions in the transport opti s result in a small residual linear light
polarisation. A non-vanishing linear light polarisation biases the measured value of the
polarisation. In the older analysis no orre tion based on this e e t was applied, but a
systemati error was assigned instead. During the low energy running in May and June
of 2007, values of the linear polarisation larger than usual have been observed, due to
some damaged opti s element. The light polarisation was measured in between the lls.
These values are used in the new analysis to orre t the polarisation measurement to
the measured value of linear light polarisation.
In Fig. 9 the root mean square (RMS) values of the  distributions of the upper and the
lower energy bin as a fun tion of the IP distan e and the beam spot size for a pedestal shift
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Figure 9: Two-dimensional map (from Monte Carlo) of the RMS values of the  distributions
as fun tion of the IP distan e versus the beam spot size on the alorimeter, for the low energy
bin (left) and the high energy bin (right) and 0MeV pedestal shift.

Figure 10:

Two-dimensional map (from
Monte Carlo) of the Analysing Power as
fun tion of the IP distan e versus the beam
spot size on the alorimeter, for the entral
energy bin and 0MeV pedestal shift.

of 0MeV are plotted. The di erent level of orrelation between the two variables is learly
visible. Fig. 10 shows the orresponding Analysing Power.
The shift and the width of the distribution are measured in several energy bins. The
entral energy bin has been optimised to give maximal sensitivity to the determination of
the polarisation. The low and the high energy bin are mu h less sensitive to the polarisation,
but arry sensitivity to other parameters of the setup. In total six energy bins are used in
the urrent analysis (see Fig. 8).

3.3 Analysis Steps

The new analysis is done in the following steps:
 Based on data taken at HERA with the Sili on dete tor in front of the alorimeter the
response of the alorimeter is alibrated over a wide range of nominal impa t points
of the Compton photon. This is used to derive an (y) transformation fun tion. As
part of the determination of the (y) fun tion a detailed parametrised model has been
developed whi h an des ribe the shower in the alorimeter, for a range of verti al
o sets, and for a range of photon energies. This model des ribes the average energy
13
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Figure 11: (y) transformation fun tion as determined from Sili on

alorimeter ombined
data. Points are measurements, the line represents the des ription for onverted photons
used in the parametrised Monte Carlo. The bottom plot shows the deviations between the
points and the t.

depositions in the upper and the lower half of the alorimeter and thus the (y) fun tion
as well as the total energy response EU + ED .
In the Sili on dete tor only photons whi h onverted in the lead onverter in front of
the Sili on dete tor an be measured. Photons whi h do not onvert do not leave a
signal. The ele tromagneti shower of onverted photons however is slightly di erent
from the one of un onverted photons, resulting in small di eren es for both the (y)
transformation as well as the total energy response for both lasses. In the polarisation
measurement all data are a umulated, being a mixture of onverted and non- onverted
photons.
The (y) fun tion determined from data ombining both Sili on dete tor and the
alorimeter for onverted photons is shown in Fig. 11, the total energy response as
determined from the same data is shown in Fig. 12. A ombined t to both data sets
is used to determine all relevant parameters of the analyti al model.
 The analyti al physi al model of the ele tromagneti shower used to measure the (y)
transformation for onverted photons from the Sili on alorimeter ombined data allows for the extrapolation to the one of non- onverted photons as des ribed in more
detail below. The di eren e between the two urves is on rmed by detailed GEANT3
simulations [11℄, as is indi ated in Fig. 13.
 The energy resolution of the alorimeter has been tuned between measurements from
Sili on alorimeter ombined data and detailed GEANT3 simulations. Resolution orrelations between the two alorimeter halves need to be taken into a ount as the two
halves share the same shower. The resolution orrelations do not in uen e the resolution of the total response EU + ED but have an impa t on the  resolution. The
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Figure 12: The measured Compton edge in the alorimeter as a fun tion of y, as measured
with Sili on alorimeter ombined data, for onverted and non- onverted photons. The bottom plot shows again the di eren e between the measured data and the parametrisation for
onverted photons used in the analysis. The number of lusters in the horizontal and the
verti al Sili on dete tor are denoted with n x and n y.
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The di eren e between the (y) fun tion of non- onverted photons to the one
of onverted photons as is predi ted by the analyti al shower model (line). The markers
represent the results of detailed GEANT3 simulations.
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orrelation oeÆ ients as fun tion of  and energy are derived from detailed GEANT3
simulations. Their qualitative and quantitative behaviour is on rmed by test beam
data of the alorimeter taken at CERN.
 A detailed des ription of the beam line around the intera tion point has been devel-

oped. It ontains all relevant opti al elements of the ma hine, and all aperture limiting
elements. A detailed three-dimensional simulation of the intera tion point between the
laser beam and the lepton beam is available.

 Based on the previous steps a parametrised Monte Carlo (PMC) has been developed,

using the parametrised shower and resolution models, whi h are applied to al ulate
an (y) distribution, taking properly into a ount the fra tion of onverted and nononverted photons. The model also in ludes the tuned resolutions and takes into a ount the beam line and apertures. It is used to al ulate the Analysing Power for a
given lo ation of the intera tion point between the laser and the lepton beam. The
Monte Carlo then is used to des ribe the Analysing Power as a fun tion of the lo ation
of the a tual intera tion point, the emittan e of the lepton beam, and of the linear light
polarisation omponent of the laser light.

 Sin e the lo ation of the intera tion point is a priori not known, the parametrised Monte

Carlo is used to generate template distributions on a regular grid overing basi ally
the omplete phase spa e in IP distan e, beam spot size and pedestal shift. From
this the observables (mean and RMS values) of the energy asymmetry distributions
in all energy bins are derived and mixed by reweighting methods to represent the
desired status of linear polarisation of the laser light. Flu tuations are redu ed using
Savitzky-Golay lters along IP distan e and beam spot size and ubi splines smoothing
along the IP distan e. The template values are then interpolated using basi splines
algorithms and linear regression methods to generate 3-dimensional ontinuous, smooth
and di erentiable mapping fun tions for the observables mean and RMS as fun tions of
the physi s parameters IP distan e and beam spot size (a fun tion of the lepton beam
emittan e), a possible pedestal shift, valid for the linear light polarisation as measured
in-between the lls. Examples of su h maps are shown in Fig. 9.

 Using the measured RMS values in the di erent energy bins, and the linear light polari-

sation measured for ea h ll, the Monte Carlo maps are used to nd for ea h set of data
values the best set of parameters IP distan e, beam spot size and pedestal shift, whi h
des ribe the data in ea h energy bin. The e e tive Analysing Power is then taken from
the Monte Carlo maps for the set of three parameters and applied to the shift of mean
in the large entral energy bin to al ulate the polarisation for this minute of data.

Even though the new analysis heavily relies on parametrised Monte Carlo, the input to the
simulation has been derived to a large extent from data. A entral role is played by the
Sili on alorimeter ombined data, whi h are used to alibrate the spatial response of the
alorimeter. Only at points where no data are available, the parametrised Monte Carlo has
been tuned to the results of detailed GEANT3 simulations using setups whi h are tuned as
mu h as possible to des ribe the available data.
In the following the ingredients of the new analysis are des ribed with additional detail.
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Figure 14: Predi ted horizontal (left) and verti al (right) beta fun tion for the di erent HERA
beam opti s ( olours and names orrespond to the di erent opti s in use during HERA II
running).
3.3.1 Laser - Lepton Beam Intera tion Region

In the previous analysis the intera tion region has been modelled in a very simplisti way
assuming a Gaussian intera tion region, and no real model of the beam line. This has
been repla ed by a detailed model of the beam line over several meters before and after the
intera tion region. The simulation of the behaviour of the polarimeter takes this beam line
into a ount, and is done for one representative set of opti s parameters for HERA. This
has an impa t on the expe ted distribution of the intera tion region between the laser and
the lepton beam as a fun tion of time. In Fig. 14 the di erent beam opti s are ompared
in terms of the verti al and horizontal beta fun tion. The model used for the measurement
assumes that the beam is not displa ed from the nominal beam orbit. Studies with beams
displa ed in both the horizontal and the verti al dire tion have been made, and have shown
no signi ant e e t. In total seven sets of opti s parameters have been in use over the HERA
II running from 2003 to mid 2007. The di eren e to the other sets of parameters has been
studied and found to be small.
3.3.2 Linear Laser Light Polarisation

The linear polarisation of the laser light is measured in between lls by opti al means. In
Fig. 15 the measurements taken in the fall of 2006 are shown. There are lear hanges as
a fun tion of time. In the new analysis the maps derived from the parametrised Monte
Carlo have been al ulated for both full ir ular polarisations S3 = 1 and both full linear
polarisations S1 = 1. From this the unpolarised state as well as any mixture of ir ular
and linear polarisation for ea h heli ity an be al ulated by reweighting te hniques to derive
maps appli able to a given heli ity with a ertain omponent of linear light polarisation as
measured before a ll. For ea h ll with a new linear light polarisation measurement the new
analysis al ulates in this way the weighted maps from the basi ones, thus taking the e e t
of linear light polarisation from the measurement into a ount. As the hanges in linear light
17

Figure 15:

Values of the measured linear light polarisation for the se ond half of 2006, for
left and right ir ular light polarisation of the laser.

polarisation from ll to ll are typi ally small the light polarisation is assumed to be onstant
over the ll.

3.4 Pedestal Shift

The photomultiplier signals from the four alorimeter hannels are online pedestal subtra ted.
The latest sample of the signals ontains approximately only about 3% of the signal and is
thus dominated by the time-independent ele troni al pedestal. However, ontributions arising
together with the a tual signals in-time with the lepton beam pass annot be subtra ted
with this method. A possible sour e for su h ontributions ould be additional low energy
photons like syn hrotron radiation or s attered bla k-body radiation, but ould also arise
from te hni al artefa ts in a non-ideal pedestal subtra tion routine. The result of this type
of in-time pedestals would shift the zero point of the energy s ale of the alorimeter. As
no independent measurements of the zero s ale exist, as no untriggered events have been
re orded, there is no independent measure of the a tual zero point of the energy s ale. If the
measured energies EU and ED are di erent from the true energies by a small ontribution
Ep , the measured energy asymmetry 0 is always smaller than the true energy asymmetry :
(E + Ep) (ED + Ep) = EU ED < 
(6)
0 = U
(EU + Ep) (ED + Ep) EU + ED + 2Ep
The result would be a redu tion in the Compton distribution widths, the e e t being higher
the lower the Compton energy. In onsequen e the RMS values in the energy bins would
be systemati ally smaller, the low energy bin being a e ted most as is shown in Fig. 16,
resulting in systemati ally smaller re onstru ted intera tion point distan es and Analysing
Powers. Introdu ing an additional energy omponent symmetri in  signi antly improves
the agreement between data and Monte Carlo. The e e t that an added pedestal shift
will have on the relevant energy distributions is shown in Fig. 16. The entre plots show the
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Figure 16: Energy and energy asymmetry  distributions without (left surfa e plot) and with
(right surfa e plot) an assumed pedestal shift present. The e e t is most pronoun ed in the
low energy bin, but also visible in the higher energy bins. The histograms show how the 
distribution for di erent energies hanges.
orrelation between energy asymmetry  and energy, without (left) and with (right) an added
energy shift. The histograms show how the  spe tra in several energy bins di er, without
( lled histogram) and with (solid line) an added energy shift. To take this e e t into a ount
the Monte Carlo maps in IP distan e and beam spot size are extended by adding a possible
pedestal shift as a third free variable.
3.4.1 Analysing Power

The most riti al part of the analysis is the estimation of the IP distan e, the beam spot size
and the auxiliary pedestal shift from the width of the  distributions over the ve smaller
energy bins. Extensive Monte Carlo has been produ ed to des ribe the behaviour of the
system over the full phase spa e of the three variables, taking the full e e t of linear light
polarisation into a ount. For ea h set of RMS values in the di erent energy bins from
one-minute data of TPOL, the best orresponding values of IP distan e, beam spot size and
pedestal shift are evaluated in a multi-dimensional t and the orresponding value of the
Analysing Power is determined from the Monte Carlo maps. In Fig. 17 a s atter plot of the
re onstru ted IP distan e versus the re onstru ted beam spot size is shown, together with
the proje tions of the two variables on their respe tive axes. The degree of pedestal shift
as determined in the ts at the same time for the same data set is shown in Fig. 18. The
analysis des ribed so far is based on a detailed model of the transverse polarimeter in luding
alorimeter, the beam line and the overall laser-lepton beam intera tion. Nevertheless a
number of parameters are not pre isely known and need to be alibrated.
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Figure 17: S atter plot of the re onstru ted beam spot size on the fa e of the

200
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pedestal shift (MeV)

alorimeter, for
di erent values of IP distan e. Data are for the se ond half of 2006, where the HERA ring
was operated with positrons and with one stable opti s setup. The proje tions of the beam
spot and the IP distan e are shown as well. Data shown are for olliding bun hes only.
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Figure 18: Measured amount of pedestal shift as determined in the

ombined t (left). The
data represent olliding bun hes and was olle ted during the se ond half of 2006. If the
pedestal shift is interpreted in terms of syn hrotron radiation, a signal of 100MeV visible
in the alorimeter orresponds to less than 3MeV in a tual syn hrotron radiation, as the
sampling fra tion of the alorimeter for very low energies is signi antly di erent than for
high energy photons. The orresponding ratio of LPOL over TPOL is shown on the right.
It an be seen that the jump in pedestal shift is very well absorbed and does not introdu e
systemati hanges to the Analysing Power of TPOL whi h are not a ounted for by the
analysis.
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Time Period
e+ =e
HERA opti
Nb Meas. Re . E . (%)
+
Feb. + O t. { De . 2003 e
1 (helum72 03)
43498
98.9
+
Jan. { Aug. 2004
e
1
102306
99.9
De . 2004 { May 2005
e
2 (helume- 04)
83335
99.5
May { June 2005
e
3 (helume- 05)
23502
94.7
84345
99.3
July { Nov. 2005
e
2
Feb. { June 2006
e
4 (helumsx 06)
69948
99.8
+
July { De . 2006
e
5 (holumm0 06) 117318
99.0
Jan. { Mar. 2007
e+
5
45727
99.7
+
Mar. { May 2007
e , LE 6 (holum602 07)
56667
99.7
+
21231
99.3
June 2007
e , ME 7 (holum6bs 07)
Table 2: Di erent periods of HERA II running, as used in the analysis. Data are divided by

year, parti le type (e+ or e ) and HERA II opti s set. In total seven di erent opti s sets
have been employed. At the end of HERA II the proton beam energy was lowered. These
two running phases with low and middle proton energies are denoted with LE and ME. The
last two olumns give the total number of measurements analysable and the re onstru tion
eÆ ien y of the new analysis. The latter is de ned as the fra tion of measurements for whi h
the t of the new analysis onverged within the allowed phase spa e ranges and a reliable
polarisation measurement ould be provided.

3.5 Results

The results from the t are used to determine the polarisation values for the HERA II running.
Results of the re onstru tion are shown in Fig. 19 to Fig. 23. For this the whole HERA II
running period has been divided into ten periods a ording to year, type of beam (e+ or e )
and HERA opti s set as is shown in Tab. 2. For ea h period a set of four plots is shown.
The upper panels show umulation plots of the re onstru ted IP distan es versus the beam
spot size, for non- olliding and olliding bun hes separately. The lower panels show onedimensional proje tions of the re onstru ted pedestal shifts and the Analysing Power values
derived from the tted parameters, again for non- olliding and olliding bun hes.
In the umulation plots also the verti al emittan e of the lepton beam, used in the PMC to
generate the templates, is denoted by ontour lines. The bending of the emittan e isolines is
indu ed by the fo using quadrupole lo ated at [ 200; 100℄ m from the nominal intera tion
point.
For most of the HERA II running phases an emittan e of 2 3nm has been expe ted,
ex ept for the low and middle energy proton runs, where an emittan e of 6 7nm has been
expe ted [12℄. As the emittan e is expe ted to be roughly onstant over a ll as well as over
some time with similar ma hine onditions, most data arrange ni ely along the emittan e
ontours. Periods hara terised with extensive tuning of the HERA ma hine (e.g. in May {
June 2005, see Fig. 20) show a more varying emittan e from ll to ll.
The mirrors of the laser beam path have been adjusted from time to time to nd the point
of highest luminosity. It had been estimated from mirror s ans, that this point lies about half
a metre behind the point where the laser beam hits the analyser box and whi h is de ned
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here as the nominal intera tion point. As a onsequen e, most of the data lie behind the
nominal IP distan e shortly before the quadrupole. For the low and middle energy proton
runs the emittan e has been signi antly higher and the laser beam has been moved forward
on purpose to re over the beam spot size at TPOL. This is also ni ely shown by Fig. 23.
However, ompared to the expe tation for the lower emittan e range the re onstru tion
seems to suggest too small emittan e values. No explanation ould be found for this and
a systemati un ertainty is assigned instead. At high emittan es in 2007 the data is ni ely
re onstru ted around the expe ted emittan e values.
The pedestal shifts are re onstru ted at most times near zero. The width is typi ally
broad. As no independent measure of the amount of syn hrotron radiation or ele troni ontime pedestals exist, the pedestal shift an be regarded as an auxiliary to the analysis with
limited physi al meaning. Therefore a systemati un ertainty has been assigned to des ribe
the global in uen e as an be derived from omparisons of results derived from analysing
with and without this auxiliary.
The derived Analysing Power values an vary up to 20% relative, the largest ontributions
are given by a varying beam spot size. The IP distan e e e t ontributes only on the level
of 1 3%. The e e t of the beam spot size has formerly been known as
. The fo us
orre tion of the old analysis attempted to orre t for this very strong e e t, whi h is by
omparison with the results of the new analysis, known to have been quite su essful. In
total it is the most dominant e e t in uen ing the Analysing Power.
Tab. 2 shows the amount of available TPOL measurements whi h an be reanalysed and
the re onstru tion eÆ ien y for the new analysis. For a small fra tion of data the t has not
onverged within the allowed 3-dimensional phase spa e and no new polarisation values an
be derived. As an be seen, re onstru tion eÆ ien ies are typi ally higher than 99%.
It has to be noted that a small fra tion of the raw data (estimated to be around 3%) was
not stored due to te hni al problems, and is lost. For these data only results from the old
online analysis exist.
fo us

3.6 Systemati Errors

In this se tion we present and dis uss the systemati un ertainties assigned to the re al ulated
TPOL measurement. The results are summarised in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4.
In the simulation of the TPOL setup, the GEANT3 based modelling of the alorimeter
has been nally repla ed by a detailed parametrised model of the alorimeter response and
resolution. This has be ome ne essary for several reasons. First of all, extensive studies
with the GEANT3 based model have been unsu essful to tune the GEANT alorimeter
response to the ones measured from Sili on alorimeter ombined data. Although apparent
modelling parameters as well as inherent GEANT parameters have been studied, the (y)
transformation as found from GEANT turned out to be always mu h steeper, no matter
what has been done for tuning. Resolutions, measured di eren es between onverted and
non- onverted photons, as well as non-homogeneous response in horizontal dire tions have
been diÆ ult to tune as well. But the main reason for this step have been simply time
onsiderations. Compared to GEANT based simulation of the alorimeter the parametrised
one is faster by fa tors of the order of 103 . Only with the parametrised simulation has it
been possible to generate the ne essary Monte Carlo templates on su h a ne grid and with
su h high statisti s to produ e high quality mapping fun tions.
The parametrised response of the alorimeter, as has been used in the simulation of
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Figure 19:

Results of re onstru tion for the years 2003 and 2004. In ea h set of four plots
the upper plots show the umulation of re onstru ted IP distan es versus the beam spot
size for non- olliding and olliding bun hes. The bla k lines denote ontour lines of onstant
emittan es 1 7nm. The lower plots in ea h set show the orresponding pedestal shifts
from re onstru tion and the derived Analysing Powers, both for non- olliding and olliding
bun hes.
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Figure 20:

Results of data re onstru tion for De . 2004 { May 2005 and May { June 2005.
See Fig. 19 for details.
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Figure 21:

Results of data re onstru tion for July { Nov. 2005 and Feb. { June 2006. See
Fig. 19 for details.
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Figure 22:

Results of data re onstru tion for July { De . 2006 and Jan. { Mar. 2007. See
Fig. 19 for details.
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Figure 23:

for details.

Results of data re onstru tion for Mar. { May 2007 and June 2007. See Fig. 19
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Sour e of Un ertainty

ÆP=P (%)

HERA Beam Opti s
Lepton Beam Line

0.5
0.5

Lepton Beam Horizontal Emittan e
Laser Beam Line
Lepton Laser Beam Crossing
Tilt of Photon Beam Ellipse
Photon Pileup: Multi Photon Intera tion

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

Class Comment

Des ription of Photon Generation, IP and Photon Beam Line

Calorimeter Response

IIId 7 di erent opti s
IId Mainly beam position
in quadrupole
IIId
IId
IIId
IIId Mostly  2Æ 4Æ
I

Average Response
0.6
IIu
- (y) and E (y)
(0.2)
Up and Down hannels
- Di eren e onverted to non(0.2)
onverted Photons
- Linearity of Calorimeter Response
(0.2)
- E e tive (y) Calibration
(0.5)
E . Sili on strip pit h
- Horizontal and LR- hannels
(0.1)
Response
Energy Resolution
0.7
IIu
- Total Energy Resolution
(0.4)
Fits to Compton edges
- Central spatial Des ription
(0.2)
- Di eren e onverted to
(0.1)
non- onverted Photons
- Resolution Correlations
(0.5)
Channels sharing the
same shower
Signal Modelling
0.3
IIu
- Digitisation
(0.1)
- Cross Talk and Non-linearity
(0.3)
Horizontal Beam Position
0.2
IId
Table 3: Table of systemati un ertainties of the TPOL ( rst part). The third olumn

indi ates the estimated lass of systemati un ertainty and possible period dependen e, see
Se t. 5.1 for details.
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Sour e of Un ertainty
Data Calibration

ÆP=P (%)

Class Comment

Absolute Gain
Gain Di eren e
Verti al Table Centring
Ba kground Subtra tion

0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1

I
I
I
I

Beam energy hanging with time
Channels Up vs Down

Method Un ertainty
Quality of Maps

0.5
0.2

I
I

Impa t of Starting Values
IP Distan e Re onstru tion
Pedestal Shift Impa t

0.2
0.5
0.5

Covering omplete phase spa e
MC Statisti s, smoothing and
interpolation

I
I Random jumps in data
IId Global impa t estimated from data

Linear Laser Light Polarisation

0.2

IId

Bias at low Energies

0.2

IId

Emittan e Re onstru tion

0.9

IId Comparison with expe ted
emittan es

Fitting Pro edure

Laser Light Properties
Trigger Threshold

Ma hine Performan e

Table 4: Table of systemati un ertainties of the TPOL (se ond part). The third olumn
indi ates the estimated lass of systemati un ertainty and possible period dependen e, see
Se t. 5.1 for details.
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the TPOL polarimeter setup (PMC) is derived and tuned to data in most parts. Only in
those parts of the simulation where no or s ar e data exist to derive parametrisations from,
the a ording parametrisations and/or parameter values have been derived from GEANT
simulation using the best setup a hieved.
The in uen e of most systemati un ertainties assigned has been studied using the
PMC, whi h in ludes the full photon generation and beam line simulation, the parametrised
alorimeter des ription and a digitisation module. Within the same simulation it is possible
to swit h between Compton photon generation and the generation of Bremsstrahlung
photons to simulate the main ba kground at TPOL. An interfa e allows for the olle tion of
the generated events into histograms identi al to those in data olle tion and to write out
those histograms in the same format as is used in the data analysis. Here, both Compton
and Bremsstrahlung events need to be generated to simulate the y le stru ture of laser
On and O sequen es. Simulations performed in this way an be fed through the original
software of data analysis and be analysed in the same way as real data (referred to as
) in order to nd the in uen es on re onstru tion and Analysing Power as indu ed
by the systemati e e t under study. Only in some ases analysis is done in a simpler way
using histograms of Compton events only, olle ted dire tly during event generation. And
only in one ase the analysis is based on theoreti al onsiderations only, respe tively on
al ulations performed using a very simple simulation, the results being reliable enough not
to ne essitate an iteration with the full hain.
full

hain

3.6.1 Intera tion Point Des ription
HERA Beam Opti s

Throughout the HERA II running phase from 2003 to mid 2007 seven di erent nominal beam
opti s have been employed. The mapping fun tions for the analysis have been produ ed
employing an opti setup from the positron high energy run 2006/2007 (after swit hing
from ele trons, before hanging the proton beam energy towards the end of HERA). The
in uen e of di erent nominal opti s is tested at several di erent points in the 3-dimensional
phase spa e of IP distan e, beam spot size and pedestal shift. This also represents a test
for the robustness against varying beam onditions. The observed hanges in Analysing
Power are typi ally small and ÆAP=AP < 0:5%, the limiting value is therefore assigned as
a onservative estimate of the un ertainty from this sour e.
Lepton Beam Line

The lepton beam line is modelled using the nominal HERA opti s given at several points in
the TPOL straight se tion at HERA-West. This straight se tion onsists of two weak bending
dipoles, separating the straight se tion in-between from the rest of the straight se tion West.
The nominal intera tion point, where the lepton and the laser beam are rossing, lies in
the middle between these two dipoles. From this point the ba ks attered Compton photons
travel 66m downstream of the lepton beam to the TPOL alorimeter. Inside the short straight
se tion a fo using quadrupole is lo ated at 1m in front of the nominal intera tion point. The
HERA opti s in lude the bending dipoles, the quadrupole and the drift regions in-between.
Transformations are applied to model the general bending of the beam in the dipoles. To
this point the beam line is modelled for a lepton beam passing the ma hine elements on the
nominal axis, no o - entre beam position in the beam elements is assumed. If, however, the
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beam passes the quadrupole with an o set to the nominal axis it re eives a ki k and the
beam dire tion will be altered.
To study this e e t, the beam position has been implemented assuming a dipolar feeddown of the beam when passing the quadrupole with an o set to the nominal axis. The size of
the total ki k indu ed should be proportional to the quadrupole strength and the size of the
o set. The resulting dipole radius is therefore a fun tion of the position itself and hanging
throughout the quadrupole, leading to ompli ated and iterative traje tory solutions, albeit a
dipole urvature would o ur for both the verti al and the horizontal dire tion. The following
assumptions have thus been made:
 The horizontal urvature for horizontal o sets is negle ted. Those would lead to horizontal o sets and in rease of dispersion on the alorimeter surfa e. The traje tory with
two-dimensional urvature would imply path integrals on an ellipsoid. Negle ting the
horizontal urvature this redu es to a simple dipolar des ription in the verti al dire tion.
The in uen e of the horizontal des ription of the beam is anyway of minor interest, as
apertures are quite open, the alorimeter integrates over the horizontal dire tion and
the energy dependen e along the horizontal is quite small.
 A onstant dipole radius is assumed by al ulating an average o set over the quadrupole
length without the urvature e e t and alibrating the radius su h, that the total dipolar
feed-down orresponds to the total ki k reported in literature. The urvature of the
beam traje tory will thus be not entirely orre t as well as the total indu ed o set
between the beginning and the end of the quadrupole (being anyway small), while the
hange in beam dire tion has the orre t size.
The e e t of the beam position has been studied as a fun tion of verti al o sets y 2
[0:00; 0:11℄ m and di erent IP distan es IP 2 [ 120; 20℄ m with PMC, full hain, overing at least 200 simulated data samples ea h. Upon passing the quadrupole at an o set, the
lepton beam will be bent, hanging e e tively its dire tion. In onsequen e the generated
photon spot will move depending on whether the intera tion takes pla e after the quadrupole,
inside or before. A movement of the entre of gravity of the photon beam spot is absorbed
by entring the alorimeter table automati ally onto the photon beam, and movements of the
beam inside the quadrupole and movements of the intera tion point should be suÆ iently
slow. In addition to the general movement additional dispersion is added when intera tion
takes pla e after the quadrupole, in reasing the photon beam spot on the alorimeter surfa e,
ompared to beam dispersion before the quadrupole. Inside the quadrupole a mixed state
depending on the size of the intera tion region o urs leading to distorted beam spots.
The more the IP enters the quadrupole the larger are the observed e e ts. Typi al
expe ted beam o sets in a HERA quadrupole are not larger than 30m. At a verti al
o set of 30m, the total e e t on the tted RMS values, namely the ratio between assumed
RMS values from t and the RMS values al ulated from varied simulation, is just about the
maximal size observed in data. The orresponding hange in Analysing Power APfit =APfound
shows an in reasing dis repan y in the energy dependen e (over the energy bins), whi h is
roughly opposite to the quality observed in data, indi ating that 30m an be regarded as
a sensible upper limit of possible o sets. At this o set the total in uen e on the Analysing
Power derived from the large entral bin is ÆAP=AP < 0:5%.
It has to be noted, that the beam position as measured by the beam position monitors
in data does not orrespond to the simulated o sets. The beam position a ording to the
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beam position monitors (BPMs) is in uen ed by the o set and alibration setting of the
BPM whi h hange over time. The zero position of the BPM is not ne essarily identi al to
the nominal axis of the quadrupole. The response of the BPMs is known to be nonlinear. In
addition the BPMs show long term drifts.
The e e t of an o - entre beam pass in the quadrupole is estimated to be the dominant
un ertainty in the omplete lepton beam line des ription. The limit found in this study is
therefore assigned as the un ertainty from the lepton beam line des ription.
Lepton Beam Horizontal Emittan e

The oupling fa tor of the verti al emittan e to the horizontal one at HERA II is estimated
to be  0:15 [12℄. The mapping fun tions for the analysis are produ ed using this fa tor.
To study a possible in uen e, this oupling fa tor has been hanged by fa tors 0:5 and 2
to generate a narrower and broader beam along the horizontal dire tion while the verti al
size stays onstant. These variations are then tested at several di erent points in the phase
spa e of IP distan e and beam spot size. The observed hanges in Analysing Power are
small ÆAP=AP < 0:1%, on rming that the horizontal distribution of the beam is of minor
importan e as long as the beam is well ontained in the beam line apertures (and thus in
the alorimeter surfa e).
Laser Beam Line

The laser beam is modelled as a Gaussian beam, hara terised by three parameters: the
waist size, the waist position and the size at the last mirror lo ated at a distan e of 18:34m
before the nominal intera tion point. The basi parameters are estimated from data provided
[13℄, measuring the approximate laser size in Nov. 1999 and by information provided by [14℄.
Additional parameters of the laser are the laser photon energy of 2:41eV (514:5nm, dark
green), a verti al rossing angle between laser and lepton beam of 3:1mrad (laser rossing
from above) and a possible horizontal rossing angle  between the two beams.
Using PMC, with own histogramming, di erent on gurations of waist size, position and
size at mirror are tested, varying sizes by fa tors of 0:5 and 2 and the waist position by
100 m. These on gurations are tested at several di erent points in the phase spa e of IP
distan e and beam spot size, for a onstant pedestal shift value. The observed hanges in
Analysing Power are ÆAP=AP < 0:2%.
The laser photon energy is hanged to the se ond main line of Argon-Ion: 2:54eV
(488nm, light blue). Consequently, the gain fa tors hange, the measured RMS values derease, re onstru tion from the t and Analysing Power hange a ordingly and signi antly,
leaving no doubt that a possible running on the se ond main line of the laser an be ex luded.
Lepton Laser Beam Crossing

The intera tion region is modelled using the information of both the lepton and the laser beam
modelling, al ulating a full 3-dimensional intera tion probability for the rossing region of
both beams. The nominal verti al rossing angle is 3:1mrad, whi h is given by the height of
the last mirror above the lepton beam line. This mirror is lo ated at 18:34m distan e from
the nominal intera tion point. Depending on the status of the pre eding mirrors the position
of the laser beam on the last mirror an hange, resulting the laser beam to point to di erent
intera tion point distan es than the nominal one. Together with the verti al movement of
the lepton beam this is the main reason for a possible movement of the intera tion point,
hanging the IP distan e to the alorimeter. However, when hanging the IP distan e in the
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simulation it is generally not assumed if this is due to a movement of the lepton or the laser
beam, so no hange of rossing angle is usually applied.
The prin ipal in uen e of the rossing angle is studied by deliberately hanging it within
0:5mrad, whi h orresponds roughly to the hange o urring if the intera tion region
moves between the two weak dipoles of the TPOL short straight se tion by a pure hange
of laser angle. The resulting hange in Analysing Power indu ed by a hanging form of the
intera tion region is small and estimated to maximally ÆAP=AP = 0:1%. The horizontal
rossing angle  hanges luminosity, but does not have any orrelation with the verti al
asymmetry as a homogeneous distribution of spins in the beam an be assumed. As there is
no data from whi h the a tual rossing angles an be measured, the limit of 0:1% serves as
an estimate of the systemati un ertainty arising from the intera tion region modelling.
Tilt of Photon Beam Ellipse

Sili on data suggest that the photon beam ellipse is rotated with respe t to horizontal and
verti al dire tion on the alorimeter surfa e with rotation angles hanging over time.
The rotation is not part of linear beam dynami s and thus no feature of the beam line.
Rotation is studied by rotating the generating lepton beam before onvoluting it with the laser
beam in PMC, full hain. The beam rotation is therefore stri tly a beam rotation without
rotating the spin dire tion (and thus the size of polarisation) with respe t to the alorimeter.
For ea h rotation the ratio of verti al and horizontal emittan es is adapted to reprodu e two
di erent ratios of verti al to horizontal beam spot sizes similar to those observed in Sili on
data, and then varied as a fun tion of rotation angle 2 [0; 16℄Æ .
Observed angles in data are mostly about 2Æ 4Æ , sometimes larger, e.g. Feb. 2004 (8Æ
10Æ ), Mar. 2004 { O t. 2005 (5Æ 6Æ ) with ratios of e e tive Sili on beam spot sizes y : x 
1:3 : 4:5. From April 2007 the beam ellipse has been rotated into the other dire tion with
angles between 2Æ and 4Æ and with ratios y : x  1:4 : 5:4.
No e e t is observed in simulation ex ept for very high angles, where the onstant beam
size require a very small emittan e, leading to Compton photons at very high energies near
the Compton edge to shift downwards into the high energy bin, the average response of the
alorimeter having a dip at the very entre due to the gap of the opti al de oupling. This
migration distorts the re onstru tion and the derived Analysing Power. This means that it
is an artefa t of the s an parti ulars, not of the rotation itself.
If the spin is rotated together with the beam, the Compton s attering pro ess is rotated
against the alorimeter and the Analysing Power degrades with os( ). For various ollider
related reasons the spin annot be rotated more than a few degrees from transverse in the ar s
of the ollider. Additional rotations by the TPOL straight se tion beam elements ould be
possible though, e.g. by o -axis paths in the quadrupole that rotate in the (y; z) plane. This
would generate longitudinal polarisation at the lo ation of the TPOL, whi h is not a e ting
the TPOL measurement besides degrading the transverse polarisation again by os( ). For
a rotation of < 3Æ from the transverse dire tion in the (x; y) or (y; z) plane the degradation
is found to be < 0:1%.
It has to be noted that this tilt of the beam ellipse dis ussed here does not imply a
rotation of the alorimeter with respe t to the HERA plane. Upon installation in the HERA
tunnel, the alorimeter has been arefully aligned in tilt and roll angles. Additionally,
it an be shown that the table moves to a good degree horizontally and verti ally with
respe t to the opti al slid of the alorimeter. Also, a tilt of the beam image does not
imply a rotation of the horizontal and/or verti al Sili on planes. Their alignment has
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been studied separately and no signi ant tilt of the two planes to ea h other, to the
alorimeter or to the table movement has been found, implying that all omponents are
suÆ iently aligned. It an be on luded that the rotation of the beam ellipse on the surfa e of
the alorimeter must be a pure e e t of the shape and hara teristi s of the intera tion region.
Photon Pileup: Multi Photon Intera tion

The fra tion of multi photon intera tion events in reases with photon rates following Poisson
statisti s. The e e t is studied analysis independent without uts on the energy asymmetry
and energy ontinuous, i.e. unbinned. The response of more than one photon is dedu ed from
the single photon response by adding up energies for ea h hannel. Energy and asymmetry
spe tra are studied for up to three Compton photons (1C, 2C, 3C), two Bremsstrahlung
photons (1B, 2B) and the mixture of two su h photons of both types (1C1B).
Combining more than one photon shifts the entroid of the energy distribution to higher
energies and thus beyond the interesting energy range roughly between 5GeV and 12GeV,
only a small fra tion of su h pile-up an ontribute. The e e t is studied for total photon
rates per bun h rossing of hni = 0:01 (TPOL at 100kHz, single photon mode) and hni = 1
(few photon mode). The rst ase shows a maximal degradation of ÆAP=AP < 0:1% in
asymmetry robust with all types of pile-up as studied. As photon rates in typi al TPOL
running onditions are mu h lower than 100kHz, that value representing a sort of upper limit
for stable running, it an be on luded that pile-up from multi photon intera tions an be
estimated to degrade the Analysing Power at most by the mentioned limit of 0:1%.
3.6.2 Calorimeter Des ription
Spatial Response: (y) Transformation
The verti al energy asymmetry urve (y) is derived from Sili

on alorimeter ombined data.
For this an overlay of data from a table s an with di erent verti al table positions is used
to illuminate the (y) over a large range of y. Under normal onditions only the entre
part within roughly 1mm is illuminated. The step sizes for the table s an are optimised to
guarantee a homogeneous illumination over the hosen range. From the Sili on data single
luster events are hosen with some quality uts on harge and noise to give a measurement
of the y position of a given high energy event with an asso iated energy asymmetry  from
the alorimeter.
Single luster events represent the leanest subsample of onverted photons and provide
the highest resolution in the allo ation between the Sili on luster position and the impa t
point of the onverting photon. The data for laser On and laser O events is histogrammed
in (; y) with uts on the total energy measured in the alorimeter. Spe ial are is taken to
avoid ross e e ts between binning and regular strip pit h distan e.
Bremsstrahlung and other photon ba kground is subtra ted on a statisti al basis by subtra ting the histogram for laser O events from that with olle ted laser On events using
normalisation onstants derived from the energy distributions for the two laser states, keeping only events with a Compton photon in the alorimeter. Further ba kground arising from
un orrelated lusters are subtra ted on a statisti al basis from the histogram too. Su h ba kground may be due to pileup with syn hrotron radiation or other low energy ba kground
in the Sili on dete tor with a high energy photon in the alorimeter, as well as two high
energy photons, where only one of whi h is onverting. This type of ba kground is roughly
independent of the y oordinate, generating a linear ontribution along y with a small slope.
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This linearity is being used for subtra tion. The result is a lean pi ture of  as a fun tion of
y, the resolution of the s attering in the 2-dimensional histogram being non-Gaussian, as it
is given by the energy resolution of the alorimeter ut into two halves and sharing the same
shower.
The measurement of the (y) urve is the performed using the following steps.
 Primarily the same energy range as in the polarisation measurement is hosen, adding
the high energy range of the
determination (the former beam spot size),
i.e. [5:2; 13:8℄GeV. The 2-dimensional histogram is then sli ed along y to generate 
distributions for onstant y values. Simulation studies using a primitive parametrised
Monte Carlo with arbitrary (y) fun tions and simple modelling of the energy resolution
showed that the peak value of the non-Gaussian asymmetry distributions orresponds
to the input  position for the given y value of the histogram sli e. Dis repan ies between the distribution maximum and the nominal  position an be generated by a
non-homogeneous distribution of data over the y range over whi h a ertain sli e is
integrating. The applied energy resolution model an have an in uen e on a shift of
the distribution maximum from the nominal  position too.
 Nominally, the entre of gravity of the y distribution in a sli e is used instead of the bin
entre. Results are ross- he ked with ts using the bin entre instead and resulting
hanges to the tted (y) parameters are found to be negligible.
 Di erent resolution models have been applied to study possible shifts of the distribution
maximum from nominal  values, typi ally showing only small shifts ompared to the
resolution width of the distribution itself. The maximum position of the  distributions
in the y sli es are then found by tting a Gaussian to the peak within 2. Spe ial
are is taken for o - entre y values, where the  distribution rea hes soon its natural
borders at 1. The result are measurements of i in sli es i at positions yi with errors
Æi .
 The tting ranges and the number of iterations are varied, and the results are found
to be most stable in the applied t range of 2 and some neighbourhood. For t
ranges below 1:5 a Gaussian t be omes unstable due to the nite binning of the 
distribution and above 2:5 the results get distorted due to the non-Gaussian shape
of the  distribution.
In a se ond step the Compton edges of the energy distributions EUD of all Sili on alorimeter ombined data samples of the table s an are determined.
 The energy alibration fa tors for the entral runs are hosen su h that the Compton
edges of those runs lie at the expe ted value given by the HERA beam energy. The same
alibration fa tors are then applied to ea h data sample at any other table position.
The position of the Compton edge is derived from a t using a fun tion of the Compton
ross se tion onvoluted with an energy resolution fun tion. Together with the average
measured Sili on y position, derived by tting a Gaussian within 2 to the peak of
the Sili on luster distribution of ea h table s an sample, this gives a measurement of
the spatial response E (y).
 Energy distributions are derived for the lean single luster events as used for the (y)
measurement, as well as for multi luster events, whi h have any luster number larger
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than zero, for so- alled no luster events and for any number of lusters in luding zero,
to represent the various subsamples of onverted and non- onverted photons.
 The energy distributions show a very similar behaviour for all types of photons whereas
the absolute level varies between onverted and non- onverted ones. The level of the
distributions for any number of lusters is onsistent with the expe tation when mixing
46% of non- onverting with 54% onverting photons. These fra tions an be expe ted
from lassi al ele tromagneti shower theory taking a thi kness of 1X0 radiation length
of the lead preradiator in front of the alorimeter into a ount [15℄. The di eren e in
level between onverted and non- onverted photon distribution types an be explained
with energy leaking from the alorimeter at its ba k plane, whi h is di erent for the
two types, as the showers of non- onverted photons start later than those of onverted
ones.
The measurements of  in the single sli es are then tted using a parametrisation of the
(y) urve based on a detailed analyti al physi al model within large ranges of y. The t is
performed simultaneously to a t to a parametrisation of E (y) given by the same physi al
model, as  = (EU ED )=(EU + ED ) and E = EU + ED .
The physi al model assumes a radial exponential energy deposition around the impa t
point of the photon and properly integrates this ansatz for d2 E=drd over x and y to al ulate
the energy depositions in the two alorimeter halves. Calorimeter e e ts are taken into
a ount from the beginning, in reasing the integration e ort. The main details of the model
are:
 A two- omponent ele tromagneti shower indu ed by a single high energy photon with
a point-like impa t point on the alorimeter. The rst omponent, the so- alled ore,
has a relatively short shower length and dominates at the early stage of the shower
development. As the energies of shower parti les are progressed down to lower energies in the evolving shower, the se ond omponent, the so- alled alo, emerges with a
mu h longer shower length, dominating the shower at the later stages of the shower
development.
 Light attenuation in the s intillators, here an exponential de ay of light intensity as a
fun tion of the verti al distan e of the integration variable to the readout position at
the outer ends of the s intillators is assumed.
 A hange of shower radius of both halo and ore, together with a hange in sampling
fra tion, when rossing the tungsten lead border at y = 27:5mm.
 Gain di eren e between the alorimeter halves.
 A gap in the entre of the alorimeter due to the opti al de oupling of the two halves,
leading to some energy loss of energy deposited in the very entre.
 Energy leakage at the ba k side of the alorimeter a e ting mostly the late halo omponent of the shower and thus hanging the relative fra tion of energy ontent between
ore and halo.
 An initial spread indu ed by onversion of the photon in the preradiator, onvoluting
with the two- omponent non- onverted single photon shower.
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 Convolution e e ts of  due to the integration of y over a ertain range in a sli e are

taken into a ount. This e e t mainly dilutes the steep e e t of the gap in the entre
of the alorimeter, where (y) and E (y) hange fast.
 Convolution e e ts of the photon beam spread on the measured Compton edge.
 A nite end of the shower energy integration at the end of s intillator and lead frames
at y = 55mm, leading possibly to leakage through the sides.
 Free o sets (0 ; y0) for the symmetry point of the (y) urve.
 A possible shift of the lead tungsten border in y, as the DENSIMET15 plates might be
set asymmetri ally into the lead frames.
 Possible pedestal shifts in EUD .
 Convolution e e ts in the E (y) urve due to the large width of the beam spot.
The tted urve of (y) orresponds to the response of onverted photons. The (y) urve
of non- onverted photons is extrapolated from this by adapting the initial spread length to
be zero to get ba k a shower starting at a single point and by a di erent total energy sum,
the di eren e of onverted and non- onverted photons in total energy mainly being given by
the di eren es in hind leakage due to the di erent depth of shower start.
The verti al tting ranges are varied, the important parameters of the t like the shower
lengths and fra tions are found to be pretty stable, if the y range is at least large enough to
get sensitivity to both shower lengths, whi h means that it has to be larger than the ore
length, only afterwards its in uen e is small enough to disentangle the two lengths.
At very high y ranges the parameters start to be ome unstable again, whi h an be
explained by an in reasing systemati distortion of the tted  position near the natural
borders of 1. Simpler (y) models like e.g. onstru tions of two or three exponentials only
show large dependen ies of the tted parameters with the hosen y range, indi ating that
su h models are not able to des ribe the urvature of (y) properly. The stability of the main
parameters over a large y range of the hosen physi al model indi ates that the urvature of
the data is reprodu ed a urately by the model, and gives therefore on den e in its validity.
Results of the measurements for (y) and E (y) together with the best adaption of the
physi al model as determined by a simultaneous t to both data sets is shown in Fig. 11 and
Fig. 12. The analysis of the di erent steps leads to the following on lusions:
 No di eren e in (y) is found between the two di erent laser heli ity states.
 No signi ant di eren e in (y) is found using Bremsstrahlung events only from laser
O.
 The Sili on y position is not biased ompared to the orresponding position on the
alorimeter fa e as the spread angles of the starting shower behind the preradiator is
small and the Sili on dete tor is mounted as lose to the alorimeter surfa e as possible.
Possible biases are estimated to be in the order of nanometre.
Possible biases and systemati errors introdu ed by the (y) analysis are he ked by
simulating the table s an in PMC and feeding it through the (y) analysis full hain. The
underlying input (y) is reprodu ed bias-free and stably. The energy response urves E (y) are
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reprodu ed bias-free and stably for di erent event lasses whi h are distinguished by utting
on Sili on lusters. The analysis is repeated for various table s ans with di erent types of y
spa ing. It ould be shown that any di eren es found are due to the s an parti ulars, i.e. the
y spa ing. This has been done by simulating also the other table s ans in PMC, feeding it
through the same analysis and omparing the o urring di eren es with those found in the
data. It an be on luded that no biases to the (y) urve are introdu ed by the spe ial y
spa ing of the table s an used for the t. In addition, as the range of the available table s ans
overs a time period of over three years with the (y) being stable over the years, it an be
on luded that neither the response of the alorimeter nor that of the Sili on dete tor has
hanged signi antly over time.
The basis for the modelling of the (y) urve is given by a detailed analyti al physi al
model of the ele tromagneti shower shape and various dete tor e e ts. The modelling and
the general behaviour of this model is tested using Sili on alorimeter ombined data in
di erent on gurations as well as GEANT simulation. The tted parameters onne ted to
some physi al meaning are he ked to be meaningful and ompatible to expe tations from
theory and the knowledge on erning dete tor related fa ts. The 1-dimensional analyti al
integration approa h, negle ting the lead tungsten hange along x as well as the nite size of
the alorimeter in x, is he ked by detailed 2-dimensional dis rete integrations where those
details are taken into a ount too.
The (y) urve is tted from Sili on alorimeter ombined data for onverted photons.
The underlying detailed physi al model of the ele tromagneti shower predi ts a di eren e
in the behaviour of non- onverted photons with respe t to onverted ones when adapting
the parameters with related physi al meaning. This extrapolation is he ked using GEANT
simulation, quantitative and qualitative behaviour of the extrapolation is fully on rmed, although the (y) urve of the best GEANT setup found still shows di eren es to the measured
urve.
The (y) analysis is repeated on Sili on alorimeter ombined data for di erent energy
ranges of the dete ted photons. The observed absolute di eren es of the derived (y) urves
is on the level of 0:001 and is thus negligible. This energy independen e is on rmed by
applying the same analysis to GEANT simulation. The energy asymmetry as a fun tion of
the verti al impa t point y an therefore be regarded as energy independent.
Taken together the e e ts from the modelling of the (y) urve are estimated to be 0:2%.
Linearity of the Energy Response and Di eren e of onverted to non- onverted
Photons
The linearity of the average energy response Emeas(E ) of the alorimeter is derived from

GEANT simulation. Di erent alorimeter models are employed to ompare Compton and
Bremsstrahlung edge positions to measurements from Sili on alorimeter ombined data and
to derive a parametrisation for the non-linearity of the response. It is well understood that this
non-linearity is driven by leakage at the ba k plane of the alorimeter. The di eren e between
onverting and non- onverting photons is driven mainly by leakage too, but also by a small
o set for vanishing energies, whi h is the di eren e in energy deposited in the preradiator
upon onversion. Non- onverting photons also have a small o set, whi h orresponds mainly
to the average energy deposited in the gap between the two alorimeter halves, but also in
the aluminium front plate and the rst absorber when the photon is non- onverting, i.e. is
not onverting in the preradiator.
A ording to GEANT simulation the response is totally linear for non- onverted photons
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in the absen e of leakage as expe ted, but shows a small slope as the alibration of the mixture
at the Compton energy does not take the initial o sets into a ount. Converted photons show
a slight non-linearity, whi h an be understood by the relative di eren e of the stru ture and
material of the preradiator ompared to the alorimeter: for small energies, the shower start
is onsiderably disturbed by the preradiator, while for higher energies the shower maximum
moves further into the alorimeter and the energies deposited in the very rst layers in luding
the preradiator be ome more and more unimportant. Consequently the slope approa hes that
one of the non- onverted photons for high energies. The more leakage is in luded the less
energy is re onstru ted on average in the alorimeter. As the ele tromagneti showers of
non- onverted photons start later in the alorimeter they loose more energy through the
ba k plane than onverted photons, explaining why the two non-linearities ross ea h other.
The non-linearity is parametrised to be 1 at the Compton edge for the proper mixture
of onverted and non- onverted photons. The se ond hook point of alibration is that zero
energy should stay zero. This provides relative non-linearities for the two photon lasses,
where the relative o sets at zero are taken from GEANT and the di eren e between onverted
and non- onverted photons is alibrated with values from the measured Compton edges. The
same parametrisation form an be applied to both types of photon lasses and inherits a
linear term for the general response and log(E ) and log2 (E ) terms for the leakage. It has also
been shown, that the form and urvature is independent of y. Due to the alibration being
applied between the two points zero and the Compton edge, the Bremsstrahlung edge at the
HERA beam energy (roughly twi e the Compton edge) is shifted downwards with respe t to
its nominal value. Its exa t position turns out to be highly sensitive to the alibration state,
i.e. the Compton edge position, due to the long lever arm.
The main un ertainties in this non-linearity determination from GEANT simulations are
therefore indu ed by
 the applied o sets (whi h are understood physi ally and he ked theoreti ally to be
meaningful),
 the di eren e of onverted and non- onverted photons and their mixture at the Compton edge as measured from Sili on alorimeter ombined data (driven by purity of the
applied sele tion uts) and
 the GEANT model determining the urvature by hanging the leakage of the alorimeter
model.
The in uen e of the applied non-linearity model is studied in PMC, full hain, by varying
the applied onstants for o sets and urvature in fa tor ranges of [0:5; 1:5℄ and by varying
the di eren e between the two photon lasses at the Compton edge in form of the relative
energy loss between non- onverted and onverted photons in the absolute range of [0:98; 1:0℄,
the nominal value determined from Sili on alorimeter ombined data to be 0:9915  0:0005.
The hanges in Analysing Power for the applied o sets and the urvature as well as for the
energy loss fa tor are both ÆAP=AP < 0:2%, the limit of whi h is applied as un ertainties
for the two sour es.
E e tive Sili on Dete tor Calibration
The verti al energy asymmetry urve (y) is measured with a Sili on dete tor with a nominal
strip pit h of 80m and the tted (y) parameters are valid for this pit h. However, data
analysed with maps generated from PMC using this 80m (y) indi ate a strong energy
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dependen e of the Analysing Power as the measured polarisation varies systemati ally with
the average energy of the hosen energy bin (polarisation falls with rising energy). It turns out
that this energy dependen e an be e e tively attened when adapting the (y) to represent
a di erent Sili on strip pit h, whi h is equivalent to an e e tive re- alibration of the Sili on
length s ale. PMC with full hain is used to generate simulated data with hanged pit h
values and is analysed with generated maps for 80m and di erent on guration states like
e.g. ross talk values, pedestal shifts and RMS s ale fa tors. The best Sili on pit h is hosen
by omparing the energy dependen ies of simulation under these analysis onditions of data.
The most onsistent and similar behaviour to data is found for an e e tive Sili on pit h of
86m 1m. New maps for this entral value have been generated and applied to data.
By this e e tive alibration the observed strong energy dependen e of the Analysing Power
has been attened onsiderately, leaving no e e t larger than expe ted from the ombined
systemati s as des ribed in this note.
The remaining systemati un ertainty of this alibration is estimated by generating simulated data using a range of 84 88m e e tive pit h and analysing it with the 86m maps.
The hanges to the Analysing Power indu ed within 1m are ÆAP=AP = 0:5%.
Extensive studies have been ondu ted to nd a possible sour e for the ne essity of
su h an e e tive alibration. Various other types of possible sour es to generate su h an
energy dependen e have been studied, none of whi h proving to be able to des ribe data
like the Sili on pit h alibration. Studies have in luded various types of rosstalk between
ables, pedestal shifts, non-linearities in the energy measurement of the alorimeter and in
digitisation, hanges in (y) shower lengths, free hanges of the (y) urve, as well as any
of the other studied systemati error sour es. The omplete setup of the polarimeter has
been revised, ranging from the hardware in the tunnel to the implementations in simulation,
none of whi h giving a hint to the sour e of this systemati dis repan y. Although the
origin of this e e tive alibration is not understood, its size ould be determined relatively
pre isely dire tly from data itself, without any assumption on the polarisation s ale,
simply by requiring the polarisation to be a onstant over all energies. No additional s ale
alibration has been employed, the alibration relying ompletely on the observed energy
dependen ies. By attributing the e e tive alibration to the Sili on pit h, no inherent
internal argumentation hains are broken and all analyses of dete tor response remain valid.
This e e tive Sili on pit h alibration has been the only alibration found whi h leaves
a ompletely self onsistent pi ture of all analyses ompared to other possible alibration
hoi es and is therefore preferred. Due to the relatively pre ise knowledge of the size of
alibration needed, only the remaining un ertainty on its size is assigned as a systemati
un ertainty arising from this alibration.
Possible Biases in Sili on Position Measurement
A tilt of the Sili on y-plane with respe t to the verti al dire tion of the alorimeter ould
have a e ted the (y) transformation measurement by biasing the measured y positions.
If the Sili on y-plane is mounted with a rotation angle towards the verti al dire tion of

the alorimeter, the e e tive Sili on pit h would appear to be stret hed and the distan e
between two points on the verti al axis would appear to be smaller. The e e t would be
that the (y) transformation appears to be ompressed along y, giving a steeper rise in
the entre region, leading e e tively to larger Analysing Powers. Possible rotations of the
Sili on y-plane have been studied using table s ans in the horizontal and verti al dire tion,
omparing table movement, the alorimeter response and the measured x and y positions
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from Sili on. It is found, that the table moves verti ally and horizontally with respe t to the
alorimeter opti al plane as well as to the Sili on x and y planes to a very good degree. By
omparing the response hanges of both alorimeter and Sili on planes at di erent horizontal
and verti al positions, tilts of the Sili on y plane larger than 1Æ an be ex luded. Me hani al
onsiderations of the mounting of the Sili on dete tors in front of the alorimeter on rm
that the planes an not be rotated by more than the above limit, whi h has no signi ant
impa t on the (y) transformation measurement.
Radiation damage in the Sili on dete tor ould have a e ted the (y) transformation
measurement, espe ially in the entre where the beam spot hits the dete tor and where the
Analysing Power is most sensitive to hanges in the (y) urve. Radiation damage in the
Sili on dete tor indu es the measured harge lusters to be biased, leading to errors in the
measurement of the asso iated verti al position. The s intillating bre in front of the Sili on
dete tor has been used to monitor the performan e of the devi e. Over one year of running
with the Sili on dete tor permanently in front of the TPOL alorimeter, no hint for possible
biases of the verti al position measurement from the Sili on dete tor has been found and
Sili on data from later years do not suggest su h radiation damages to have appeared.
Horizontal Response and Response of LR- hannels

Besides the average response of the Up and Down hannels as a fun tion of the verti al
position, the so- alled energy asymmetry (y) = (EU (y) ED (y))=E (y) and the total energy
measured E (y) = EU (y)+ ED (y) also the horizontal response and the verti al and horizontal
response of the Left and Right hannels are needed to fully des ribe the average response
of the alorimeter. Under the assumption that the average response is fairly homogeneous
and good-natured, the responses along the horizontal and the verti al dire tions de ouple,
leaving eight average response fun tions: UD (y), EUD (y), UD (x), EUD (x), LR (y), ELR(y),
LR (x), ELR (x), where the verti al fun tions of Up and Down are of most importan e. The
in uen e of the other response fun tions is studied in PMC, full hain. All eight response
fun tions are derived from Sili on alorimeter ombined data, though the verti al fun tions
of Up and Down have unpre edented a ura y ompared to the others. The assumption of
horizontal and verti al de oupling has also been he ked to be valid.
The in uen e of the horizontal Up-Down responses are studied by applying a onstant
instead of the parametrisations adapted to Sili on alorimeter ombined data. This variation
is identi al to an absent simulation of this response, giving thus a maximal estimation of
its in uen e. The horizontal Up-Down in uen e be omes only important when moving the
beam horizontally. With a stable beam and after alibration the polarisation measurement
is found to be stable over large parts of the horizontal range for the applied dependen ies,
hanging the Analysing Power ÆAP=AP < 0:1% with the above mentioned variation.
The in uen e of the verti al as well as the horizontal Left-Right responses is studied by
varying them similarly as in the ase of horizontal Up-Down responses. The Left and Right
hannels in uen e the polarisation measurement mostly via the alibration path, as the Left
and Right hannels are used to derive the total and the relative alibration of the Up and
Down hannels after entring the beam on the alorimeter. Though the nal alibration
onstants might vary when varying the Left-Right response the polarisation measurement is
a e ted only little, when a stable, entred beam and valid alibration is assumed. When
applying a onstant instead of the measured dependen ies the derived Analysing Power is
found to hange ÆAP=AP < 0:1%.
The in uen e of the response fun tions other than the verti al Up-Down responses an
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therefore be estimated to be maximally ÆAP=AP = 0:1%.
Total Energy Resolution

The energy resolution of the alorimeter is modelled in the PMC using the lassi al approa h
in luding a statisti al term a, a onstant term b and and energy linear dependent term
following the known formula
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The statisti al term inherits the statisti al u tuations of the shower development in luding
photon statisti s, the onstant term arises mainly from leakage, namely the leakage at the
ba k plane of the alorimeter. Values a and b for onverted as well as non- onverted photons
are input values to the simulation. The linear term is not added expli itly, but arises
indire tly from the digitisation pro ess. Its size has been been determined to be  0:08 and
the linear energy dependen e of this ontribution veri ed. Both size and the linear energy
dependen e are typi al for an e e t arising from digitisation.
The total resolution of the simulated response has been tuned via adapting the statisti al
terms a to reprodu e the measured values at the Compton edge when simulating Compton
spe tra in luding the full PMC. For non- onverted and onverted photons only slightly di erent values are applied, the ones for the Left and Right hannels being a bit higher than those
of the Up and Down hannels. This an be understood from the geometry of the readout of
the s intillator plates.
The size of the onstant terms b for onverted and non- onverted photons has been determined from GEANT simulations, the onverted photon value has been he ked to be in
agreement with measurements from test beam data using ele trons and positrons and a preradiator. There also the statisti al terms and the shape of the energy dependen e have been
measured, and the measured total resolution at the Compton edge is in agreement with the
test beam data as well as the general lassi al shape forming the basis of the simulation. The
in uen e of the energy resolution of the Up-Down and Left-Right hannels has been studied
in PMC, full hain, varying the a and the b term, as well as both together within fa tors
of the nominal values. Within the range [0:96; 1:04℄, omprising variations well beyond the
measurement errors of the Compton edge resolution in Sili on alorimeter ombined data,
the Analysing Power hanges by no more than ÆAP=AP = 0:4%, whi h is assigned as a
onservative estimate for the systemati un ertainty arising from the modelling of the total
energy resolution.
The parametrisation used in PMC is an interpolation on pointwise Sili on alorimeter
ombined data, smooth and ontinuous and based on general lassi al assumptions suitable
for sandwi h alorimeters. The parametrisation in luding statisti al, onstant and linear
terms is he ked using GEANT3 simulation to be suÆ ient to des ribe the resolution of a
realisti ele tromagneti sampling alorimeter. This is also on rmed by test beam data,
where a suitable des ription of the energy dependen e is a hieved using statisti al and
onstant term only. It has to be noted that di erent read-out ele troni s has been used
in the test beam, and it is assumed that onstant and linear terms an not be dire tly
ompared. The measured total resolution at the Compton edge for onverted photons is
ompatible with the resolution measured from test beam data. No further in uen e by the
hosen parametrisation itself an be assumed from there.
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Central spatial Des ription

Spatial information for the resolution modelling is obtained from Sili on alorimeter ombined
table s an data spanning ranges up to 15mm. In rst order the resolution is found to be
onstant over large ranges in the horizontal as well as the verti al dire tion. Small stru tures
are observed in data at high distan es, whi h an be explained by the non-homogeneous
average response of the alorimeter. By in luding this horizontal and verti al dependent
average response in the parametrisations very similar stru tures in the spatial resolution an
be generated. In onsequen e, also the spatial resolution as measured from data an be
reprodu ed with the PMC. As the polarisation measurement takes pla e only in the very
entre of the alorimeter in a range of < 3mm, no in uen e of these far away regions an be
expe ted.
In the very entre of the alorimeter, namely inside the gap de oupling the upper and
the lower halves, a higher energy resolution is measured than o - entre. A modelling of
this resolution ex ess is in luded by adapting a and b terms with a Gaussian ex ess in the
very entre. Detailed GEANT3 simulations show that the height and width of the Gaussian
ex ess is onne ted to the size of the gap. As Sili on alorimeter ombined data are available
only at some s ar e points in x and y, the width of the ex ess is derived from GEANT3
simulations, while the height is adapted to reprodu e with PMC the measurements from
Sili on alorimeter ombined data in the very entre. The derived heights are in a ordan e
with the values derived from the GEANT3 simulations itself. The in uen e of the Gaussian
ex ess in the very entre has been studied in PMC, full hain, by s aling the height of the
ex ess. For fa tors 2 [0:5; 2:0℄, whi h is a large range to re e t the rather s ar e knowledge
of this phenomenon, the Analysing Power hanges by ÆAP=AP < 0:2%.
Di eren e between onverted and non- onverted Photons

There is a substantial di eren e in energy resolution if a high energy photon hitting the
alorimeter onverts in the preradiator or in the alorimeter. GEANT3 simulations show that
the main di eren e is given by the amount of leakage at the ba k plane of the alorimeter, as
non- onverting photons onvert later and the shower maximum o urs later than for a shower
starting already in the preradiator (the onverted ase). The ontribution to the resolution
as given by Eqn. 7 due to leakage is given by the onstant term b. GEANT3 simulations
show that also the size of the gap between the alorimeter halves in uen es the onstant
term, adding a ontribution whi h is the same for both photon lasses, thus hanging their
total resolutions but not the di eren e between the two.
The size of the onstant terms has been derived from GEANT3 simulations, where inner
parameters8 of GEANT, in uen ing the shower development, have been varied. In addition
the alorimeter geometry has been hanged, by manually hanging the s intillator and absorber densities. The hosen values represent the best adaption of GEANT simulation to
the data and the value for onverted photons is omparable to values measured in test beam
data. The in uen e of the size of the onstant terms itself is in luded in the un ertainty
estimation for the total resolution.
There is however, a di eren e in the total resolution between the two lasses, whi h is
measured from Sili on alorimeter ombined data using the appearan e or non-appearan e
of Sili on lusters. The measured di eren e between onverted and non- onverted photons is
therefore diluted by a non-perfe t purity of the samples derived through these uts. However,
8

ILOSS=1,2, DRCUT values
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the total resolution of both lasses together, whi h is the lass of all photons, implies no uts
on Sili on lusters at all and an therefore be used to ross he k ne tuning of the two
lasses. The input values are tuned su h, that by uts on generator level of the simulation
for the two lasses and for the mixture the total resolution values at the Compton edges
as measured in data are reprodu ed. As the simulation of Sili on lusters in GEANT is
rather rudimentary, no statements on eÆ ien ies on erning the appearan e of lusters an
be derived from there. Therefore, the purity of the two samples derived by uts on luster
appearan e has been estimated dire tly from data to be  89%, the measured di eren e
should therefore be only little diluted.
The total resolution of the lass of all photons is higher than might be expe ted by the
simple mixture of 54% onverted and 46% non- onverted photons, as the Compton edge
position shifts due to the leakage at the ba k plane, thus adding an additional ontribution
to the edge resolution. After tuning of the resolution as well as the edge positions of the two
lasses the total resolution and the edge position of the mixture lass are reprodu ed as well.
In on lusion, the additional in uen e due to the modelling of the di eren e in resolution of
the two lasses an be assumed to be very small with ÆAP=AP < 0:1%, the limit of whi h
being assigned as a onservative estimation for this sour e.
Resolution Correlations

The above points onsider the resolution of the re onstru ted energies EUD = EU + ED
and also ELR = EL + ER . The se ond variable is given by the energy asymmetry UD =
(EU ED )=EUD and also LR = (EL ER )=ELR . The resolution of the energy asymmetry
is not trivial as the asymmetry des ribes how the ele tromagneti shower is shared between
two alorimeter halves and the resolution therefore depends on the resolution of a part of a
shower and on how it is orrelated to the part of the shower in the other alorimeter half.
The resolution of the upper and the lower hannels an be des ribed by a ovarian e
matrix:
!
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where the resolution widths for ea h half U and D are orrelated by a orrelation oeÆ ient
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onne ting the total energy resolution E with a resolution of the energy asymmetry  and
a orrelation oeÆ ient E . The variables UD , 2 and E an be expressed as fun tions of
E , U and D (needs also E and ) whi h are then used to express the hannel resolutions
U and and D as a fun tion of E and the two orrelation oeÆ ients, the latter three being
easily a essible to parametrisations using fun tions of E and . For further details see the
note on resolution orrelation [16℄.
GEANT simulations are used to derive fun tions for UD and E as a fun tion of E and 
over a wide range of E and  2 [ 1; 1℄, the total energy resolution E is parametrised as usual
by a statisti al and a onstant term. Test beam data from CERN [17℄ at various energies
using the verti al position y derived from lusters in the verti al Sili on plane and the two
alorimeter variables E and  on rm the prin ipal behaviour of the GEANT simulated orrelation oeÆ ients and the width distributions RMS (EU )=RMS (E ), RMS (ED )=RMS (E ),
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RMS (E ) and  E .

Input to the PMC are parametrisations derived from GEANT, where the
best adaption of the alorimeter model to general data is taken. The amount of available test
beam data is not suÆ ient to derive parametrisation onstants from there. But omparisons
show that test beam data agree with the hosen parameters. To study the in uen e of the
hosen orrelation parameters the orrelation oeÆ ients E and UD are varied by fa tors
over a large range, both individually as well as together. Test beam data agree in general
with the derived parametrisations within s aling fa tors 2 [0:5; 1:5℄, and the in uen e on the
Analysing Power in that range is estimated to be ÆAP=AP  0:5% using PMC with simple
histogram analysis.
In addition, the GEANT alorimeter model has been hanged using di erent s intillator,
air, tungsten and lead ontributions to hange deliberately the shower development. The
orrelation parametrisation oeÆ ients derived from there are also tested in PMC with
simple histogram analysis, and surprisingly, although very di erent orrelations an be
generated when hanging the sampling alorimeter substantially, the e e t on the Analysing
Power using these very di erent orrelations is quite small, on rming that the estimation
ÆAP=AP = 0:5% is quite reasonable.
Digitisation

The digitisation of the photomultiplier signals of the ve alorimeter hannels is implemented
in the PMC using a detailed physi al model. Four ADC samples are simulated with onstant
fra tions of the total signal for ea h hannel in luding an ADC pedestal and low and high
frequen y noise. Response is limited to the range of [0; 4095℄ ADC ounts, introdu ing also
well-known saturation e e ts in the Up and Down hannels if the signal is very mu h o entre and of high energy, meaning that one of the two hannels needs to measure more than
half of 30:4GeV, the latter being the total range of EU + ED . The trigger is simulated using
the hannel with the analogue sum of Left and Right hannels. The method with whi h the
pulse shape is analysed is as lose as possible to that used in data. All steering values like
the pedestal positions and widths, the amount of signal amplitude in the pedestal, as well as
the pulse shape fra tions have been estimated from data dire tly.
No di eren e in (y) using the full (y) analysis hain has been found if digitisation
is applied. It an be shown, that a ontribution to the total resolution arises due to the
digitisation whi h is linear in energy: E2 = ( E )2 , in a ordan e with the expe tation
from theory. Altogether the total resolution is tuned in the statisti al terms to reprodu e
the measured values at the Compton edge. The hange of Analysing Power due to the
digitisation is expe ted to be very small, using PMC with own simple histogram analysis,
omparisons of results for un-digitised and digitised signals show di eren es maximally
ÆAP=AP = 0:1%.
Cross Talk and Non-linearity

There are no hints for additional e e ts o urring in the ele troni s during signal readout
and digitisation, but there is also no eviden e for their absen e. The prin ipal e e ts of ross
talk in ables or readout or non-linearities o urring there have been studied in PMC, with
own histogram analysis and with the full hain.
As for ross talk in ables or readout, various ross talk models
p have been tried, in luding linear and quadrati energy dependen ies as well as with (E ) with Ei = Ei + fEjk ,
k = 1; 2; 0:5, where either the other half of the alorimeter is taken to ross talk (
model) or all other four hannels (
model). The stru tures and be45
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haviour ross talk, espe ially the most probable linear ross talk is generating to distort the
Analysing Power is in some parts similar to that observed in data prior to the Sili on pit h
alibration. A ross talk value of 0:007 (
model) is suitable to orre t
most of the observed energy dependen e of the Analysing Power without the Sili on pit h
alibration.
However, the form of the energy asymmetry (y) would be hanged too, not rea hing
the natural borders at 1 at high y values any more. The (y) measurement using Sili on
alorimeter ombined data ex ludes su h types of ross talk down to a level of < 0:001. The
table s an used to measure the (y) transformation urve spans regions of y up to 15mm and
the two shower lengths whi h are derived from this are well in a ordan e with the expe tation
from theory. No saturation of the urve below 1 is observed and in ase signi ant ross talk
is present, a mu h longer halo shower length would have been measured. Due to this linear
ross talk an be ex luded down to a level of < 0:001, leaving also no spa e for other ross
talk on gurations. The e e t from linear ross talk at this level is negligible. Therefore, no
additional systemati un ertainty is added due to possible ross talk in ables or readout.
Non-linearities have been tried as a fun tion of exponent to the energies like
inside
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where EC denotes the Compton edge energy, being near but not equal to one. It an be
shown, that the re onstru tion is sensitive enough to ex lude non-linearities on the per ent
level. The stru ture of the generated energy dependen e and the general shifting of the
overall Analysing Power level due to applied non-linearities show a behaviour whi h is not
ompatible to the behaviour observed in data. If it an be assumed that a large non-linearity
is not hidden beneath another e e t of similar or bigger impa t, non-linearities an be
ex luded down to a level of < 0:005, meaning that 2 [0:995; 1:005℄, leaving a possible e e t
of ÆAP=AP < 0:3%.
Horizontal Beam Position

The horizontal position of the photon beam on the alorimeter fa e has in uen e in a dire t
and an indire t way. Dire tly the response of the Up and Down hannels hanges when
moving horizontally. Indire tly the response of the Left and Right hannels hange when
moving horizontally, in uen ing thus the alibration state of the Up and Down hannels.
In data the table position has been moved only on e, most time of HERA II the table
position has been at 10mm, hanged in 2007 to 0mm. A ording to ombined Sili on
alorimeter ombined data the horizontal position of the beam has been relatively stable,
the table position giving a good estimate for the beam position on the alorimeter surfa e.
The beam position has also been on ned by the horizontal aperture of 0:36mrad. With
a typi al horizontal beam spread of  90rad, the beam an move maximally 2 times its
spread before utting the beam within 2 sigmas, whi h would be noti eable by luminosity
and LR- alibration. This means, that the beam annot move more than roughly about
1:5 m without noti e within the apertures.
The in uen e is studied in PMC, full hain, by varying the horizontal table position,
alibrating at ea h position, in luding thus both possible e e ts. In addition the photon
beam is moved horizontally with the table being xed at di erent positions, so that the
in uen e of apertures utting into the beam are also taken into a ount. First the pure table
movement within 1:5 m is studied with entred beam and then the table is moved within
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1 m and the beam is moved on its surfa e within 1:5 m. The hange of Analysing Power

observed is ÆAP=AP < 0:2%, the e e t on single energy bins being a bit higher, but still
The reason for this is that the largest in uen e is seen in the very low and very
high energies (i.e. the low and high energy bin), where the Analysing Power is redu ed most,
while the inner energy bins keep being stable. The re onstru tion is in uen ed by this only
little, so that the overall Analysing Power therefore stays rather onstant.
As information on the exa t beam position on the alorimeter surfa e is available only
from o asional Sili on data, the limit of ÆAP=AP = 0:2% is applied as an un ertainty due
to this systemati sour e.

< 0:5%.

3.6.3 Data Calibration
Gain and Gain Di eren e

The high voltage for the photomultiplier hannels of the alorimeter is set so that the Compton
edge as determined online from the energy spe trum measured by the sum of up and down
hannels lies at the expe ted value given by the HERA beam energy. The gain fa tors applied
by the data analysis are thus  1, deviations of O(0:01) at maximum are orre ted for by
applying a resampling te hnique to the olle ted data energy E vs  histograms per minute.
The lepton beam energy of HERA varied with time, being on average about 27:6GeV with
variations around this value well below 100MeV. During the low and middle proton energy
runs in 2007 the beam energy was a bit lower with on average 27:5GeV.
The Analysing Power depends on the energy, as an be seen from Fig. 8. A mismat h of
the position of the Compton edge with respe t to that in the simulated templates introdu es
a strong e e t on the Analysing Power in ea h bin, leading to a relative energy dependen e
of the template Analysing Power. Stri tly speaking, the polarisation derived from ea h bin
using the mismat hed templates would be di erent, showing a rising or falling behaviour with
energy, depending if the Compton edge of the analysed sample is moved down or upwards
with respe t to that of the templates.
The energy alibration of the template maps is tuned to give with the online di erentiation
method the expe ted Compton edge orresponding to a HERA beam energy of 27:6GeV. For
a nal energy alibration, to adjust the Compton edge of the data samples to the templates
in the maps, the data samples, olle ted in time periods omprising typi ally 1 3 months,
are alibrated to a xed energy slightly o from 27:6GeV to give for that period the minimal
energy dependen e of the Analysing Power. The nal gain fa tors have per period an average
deviating from 1 by < 0:005, the average of all periods being at 1:001. The widths of all
periods are < 0:008, being on average  0:005.
The e e t of gain fa tors 6= 1 and subsequent resampling of the data histograms has been
studied in PMC, full hain, as a fun tion of the applied gain di eren e Æg and gain g. These
two variables are represented by the alibration fa tors (fU fD )=2 and (fU + fD )=2 in data.
With the nal energy alibration the re onstru ted gain di eren e in data is in every period
fully within 0:005 and the re onstru ted gain mostly within 0:01. Only for the year 2003
a higher gain spread is observed, here data lie within 0:015 around the average 1:0.
The in uen e of gain and gain di eren e is studied by varying from a fully alibrated
state at g = 1 and Æg = 0, varying both variables together with g 2 [0:97; 1:03℄ and Æg 2
[ 0:02; 0:02℄. The in uen e on the Analysing Power is found for ea h variation dire tion to be
ÆAP=AP < 0:3%, no spe i orrelation is observed when applying both variations. It is thus
on luded that the total e e t of both an be added in quadrature, to be ÆAP=AP < 0:4%
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and ea h ontribution alone to be < 0:3%.
The evaluation of the alibration onstants ould be in uen ed by the (real) IP distan e
and the beam spot size, feeding ba k into the re onstru ted parameter values, thus distorting
the re onstru tion. This has been studied at di erent phase spa e points in PMC, full hain,
and no signi ant in uen e has been found.
Verti al Table Centring

The table is entred during polarisation measurement by an autopilot by measuring the
o - entring from the average in energy asymmetry spe tra. The gain di eren e also
in uen es this average  value, but this variable is measured from parabola ts to the
ratio EU =(EL + ER) vs  pro les, making thus the gain di eren e nearly un orrelated
to the entring. The table is kept by the autopilot within a ertain range, the measured
spread in data being mostly  20m (applying a onversion fun tion to al ulate average 
values into verti al o sets). A de entred table dilutes the verti al asymmetry, but be ause
of the un orrelation to the gain di eren e this e e t does not indu e resampling of the
data histograms and is therefore largely un onne ted to resampling e e ts. The e e t
of a de entred table has been studied in PMC, full hain. The entring estimate from
data is found to show a 71% slope ompared to the real applied de entring. A measured
spread of 20m thus orresponds to a de entring of  28m. For the year 2003 a higher
spread of  33m has been measured, translating to estimated  47m. The in uen e
on the Analysing Power has been studied by applying a de entring to a pure alibrated
state of the simulation, keeping the alibration xed at their alibrated values. It is found,
that the Analysing Power hanges almost nothing for de entrings of up to 25m, and
ÆAP=AP < 0:1% for 50m de entring, rising quadrati ally with the de entring value. It an
therefore be on luded that for the range of spot sizes as measured in data, the in uen e on
the Analysing Power is at most ÆAP=AP = 0:1%.
Ba kground Subtra tion

Ba kground is subtra ted in data analysis on a statisti al basis by subtra ting data taken
with the laser being O from data taken with the laser being On with proper s aling fa tors.
Nevertheless, there ould be a possible in uen e by hanging or adding u tuations to the
RMS values leading to di erent re onstru ted setup values and onsequently biases in the
subsequent derived Analysing Power values. This possible e e t has been studied in PMC,
full hain, for laser ON rates varying from 1kHz to 90kHz with di erent fra tions of laser O
rate to laser On rate ROff =ROn 2 [0:02; 0:24℄, thus spanning the total range of laser On rates
and On/O fra tions that might o ur in data. Two di erent ba kground modellings with
or without o - entre Bremsstrahlung satellites have been studied to explore the dependen e
on the ba kground modelling. No biases have been found above laser On rates of 10kHz, the
hange in Analysing Power is therefore estimated to be at most ÆAP=AP = 0:1%.
3.6.4 Fitting Pro edure

The analysis method relies entrally on mapping fun tions for the rst and se ond moments
(mean and RMS values) of the energy asymmetry distributions in bins of energy, whi h are
derived from template distributions generated with the parametrised simulation on a regular
grid, smoothed and then interpolated. These mapping fun tions are used in a t to nd
setup parameters onsisting of IP distan e, beam spot size and pedestal shift giving the best
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des ription of the widths of the energy asymmetry distributions (RMS) in the di erent energy
bins. On onvergen e of the t mapping fun tions for the rst moment, i.e. the mean of the
energy asymmetry distribution, for both heli ities are onsulted to al ulate the Analysing
Power for the given set of parameters.
In the nal maps a grid with 20  22  4 = 1760 phase spa e points have been generated
overing relative IP distan es from 200 m (farther away) to 275 m (nearer) around the
nominal IP distan e of 66m, beam spot sizes from 250m to 1300m and pedestal shifts
from 300MeV to 600MeV. For ea h grid point energy asymmetry distributions for the four
heli ity states with Stokes omponents S3 = 1 and S1 = 1 are a umulated with a total
of 100M photon events per heli ity state.
Although great e ort has been taken to produ e as mu h statisti s as possible for the
underlying energy asymmetry distributions, there is still nite statisti s in the di erent energy
bins, leading to u tuations in the derived rst and se ond moments. A ombination of
Savitzky-Golay lters and ubi splines algorithms is used to smooth the gridded Monte
Carlo templates for both the rst and se ond moments, whi h are then interpolated using
basi splines and linear regression algorithms to reate 3-dimensional ontinuous, smooth and
di erentiable mapping fun tions.
As is always the ase with smoothing, there is a danger to introdu e biases by attening
signi ant stru tures of the maps. The strength of the smoothing has to be hosen su h as
to give the best ompromise in removing short-s ale statisti al u tuations while preserving
stru tures hanging on a longer s ale. The quality of the maps is ensured by hoosing a grid
as ne as possible with as mu h statisti s as possible and smoothing algorithms whi h are
known to introdu e as little biases as possible on relatively short s ales.
A detailed study of the tting method has been performed using independent simulated
data to ensure that the method is self onsistent and that no biases exist. Covering the
omplete available phase spa e of IP distan e, beam spot size and pedestal shift, no signi ant
systemati biases or problems have been observed, within the expe ted statisti al errors,
whi h are ex eeding a level of ÆAP=AP = 0:5%, whi h is assigned as an estimate of the
intrinsi error of the method with the given templates and the hosen smoothing parameters.
It has been studied that a variation of the smoothing introdu es hanges not larger than
0:2%, that the number of degrees of freedom and the number of energy bins in the t does
not hange or bias the results. However, the ts, done with the MINUIT pa kage [18℄, are
based on MIGRAD, whi h is a lo al minimiser. It annot be ex luded that depending on
the starting values onvergen e is rea hed in di erent lo al minima. The analysis has been
repeated with simulated as well as real data, repeating the t after hanging the starting
values over a sensible range. The results are observed to hange by less than 0:2%, whi h
is assigned as an error from this sour e.
The simulated data templates for the mapping fun tions assume a pedestal shift distribution with equal sharing of the pedestal shift value between the Up and the Down hannel.
The in uen e of this distribution has been studied in PMC, full hain, varying the fra tion
of the total pedestal shift in the Up hannel from 0 to 100% for di erent total pedestal shift
values Ep 2 [ 100; 200℄MeV. No in uen e on the re onstru ted parameters IP distan e, beam
spot size or pedestal shift or the derived Analysing Power values ould be found.
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3.6.5 Laser Light Properties

The linear polarisation omponent of the laser light has been measured and minimised inbetween the lls by measuring the light intensity behind a rotating Glan prism downstream
of the intera tion point at di erent high voltage settings of the Po kels ell upstream. Using
the phase of the Glan prism opti , i.e. the initial angle of its opti al plane in the tunnel,
and its rotation dire tion, the Stokes omponents with respe t to the horizontal and verti al
dire tion of the HERA plane an be al ulated, assuming that the exit window between the
intera tion point inside the HERA va uum and the analyser box with its opti al path in
air does not hange the linear polarisation, e.g. through indu ed birefringen e. The Stokes
omponents S1 and S2 and with this the total ir ularity S3 are needed to reate the proper
mean and RMS maps out of the maps with total polarisations by reweighting methods. The
initial parameters have been determined to be opti = 52  3Æ , rotating ounter lo kwise
when looking towards the laser beam. The phase o set measured in the light polarisation
data is onsistent with this observation.
The un ertainties arising from this determination are studied dire tly with data, assuming
opti = 45Æ and 67:5Æ , introdu ing thus maximal and minimal in uen e of the measured linear
polarisation onto data. The hange in Analysing Power is then dedu ed by omparing the
resulting polarisation measurements in every energy bin for all data periods of HERA II. The
maximum hange observed is ÆP=P = 0:5% in the low energy bin and only ÆP=P = 0:3% in
the large entral energy bin. Within the un ertainties of opti a hange of Analysing Power
of ÆP=P = 0:2% is thus estimated.
During the HERA polarisation measurement the Po kels ell is swit hed at 80Hz, while
during the light polarisation measurement ea h heli ity is measured separately at di erent
high voltage settings without su h a high rate swit hing. In the transition time between the
two heli ities the linear light omponent is mainly unde ned and a veto is applied to inhibit
the taking of data during this time. However, it the timing of the veto relative to the swit hing
is not stable or if the length of the veto is not suÆ ient to over the omplete transition period,
the e e tive linear light polarisation during the polarisation measurement would be larger
than measured in-between the lls. A small number of lls have been identi ed where the
high voltage supply was not fun tioning properly, resulting in an in omplete swit hing of the
Po kels ell. These data are agged as bad.
The ratio of event rates in a entral part of the  spe trum over that of a broader range
in  in the large entral energy bin has been studied in data for ea h heli ity separately.
This ratio should have some sensibility to the linear light ontamination of the Compton
ross se tion. The behaviour of this ratio is ompared to that of the event rate asymmetry
in a entral  spe trum, whi h should have sensibility to the di eren e of the linear light
omponents of the two heli ities ÆS1 . In data runs where it is known that the high voltage
of at least one heli ity was broken, implying Slin = 100%, a signi ant hange of the rate
asymmetry and the single heli ity event rate ratios is observed. Otherwise no su h hanges
or orrelations ould be observed, on luding that no hint an be found on di erent linear
omponents S1 or Slin during polarisation measurement otherwise than measured in-between
the lls. Also, there is no indi ation that other problems as des ribed above have happened.
3.6.6 Trigger Threshold

Depending on the threshold settings the trigger thresholds in data are moving onsiderably
from time to time, overall hanging in a range  [2:5; 3:8℄GeV, with a ner movement and
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u tuation for a given setting. No distortion of the energy spe trum for di erent trigger edge
on gurations ould be found in data spe tra and no dependen e on the threshold setting,
timing, et . has been found.
For very high trigger thresholds, near the lower edge of the low energy bin, the trigger
threshold might ut into the low energy bin spanning the energy range  [4:275; 6:175℄GeV,
resulting in a distortion of the shape of the  distribution in that bin. The onsequen e would
be a hange of the re onstru ted intera tion point distan e and pedestal shift and therefore
the derived Analysing Power.
The in uen e of a trigger threshold utting into the low energy bin is studied in PMC,
full hain, by varying the trigger edge in a range [2:8; 4:4℄GeV and trigger threshold widths
[0:1; 0:3℄GeV. The position of the trigger edge an be well re onstru ted by al ulating the
maximum in a di erentiation method. Intera tion point distan e and pedestal shift are in uen ed signi antly only for trigger thresholds above 4GeV, the in uen e on the asymmetry
in the low energy bin starting already earlier at  3:4GeV, independent of the trigger edge
width. The next higher energy bin is in uen ed for thresholds > 3:6GeV. The Analysing
Power in the large entral energy bin remains un hanged in the omplete range of thresholds within ÆAP=AP = 0:2%, and no orre tion of the Analysing Power as fun tion of the
threshold position is needed.
3.6.7 Data related E e ts

All studies presented so far assume that the overall system is stable over time. A number
of e e ts however have been observed in data and are expe ted whi h might vary with time
and whi h annot be reprodu ed or understood from simulations.
The re onstru ted IP distan e shows some small jumps in di erent periods, of order of
50 m. These jumps are not orrelated to any known observables besides the auxiliary pedestal
shift variable. A priori it is not ex luded that the IP distan e did jump in reality, but the
absen e of suÆ ient monitoring pre ludes the experimental validation of this assumption. To
estimate the impa t of the unstable IP distan e an error has been added whi h a ounts for
the typi al jump size. This results in an un ertainty of ÆP=P = 0:5%.
Throughout a time period with stable opti s setup, where no expli it ma hine studies
have been performed, the emittan e of the lepton beam is fairly onstant at 2 3nm, though
varying a bit from ll to ll and hanging on small s ales throughout a ll. At the end
of HERA throughout the low and middle energy proton runs, the emittan e is expe ted to
be around 6 7nm. Indeed studying the orrelation between IP distan e and beam spot
size, data points move mostly on urves of onstant emittan e. However some u tuations
and outliers with too small emittan e are observed, whi h again an not be explained, nor
an they be a ounted for by problems in the re onstru tion. To estimate its impa t the
typi al shift in emittan e has been found to be around 1nm, typi ally onne ted to very large
IP distan es and thus orresponding to a hange in the IP distan e of around 70 m. This
translates into an error of the Analysing Power of ÆAP=AP = 0:9%. Many of the e e ts
dis ussed above have an impa t on the nal determination of IP distan e and beam spot size,
and e e tively ould move the t results in the plane. Thus the observed variation of the
emittan e is already overed to some extent by other errors. Nevertheless, as a onservative
estimation, the observed variation is assigned as an additional systemati un ertainty.
The variable pedestal shift has been introdu ed to des ribe the possible in uen e of additional low energy ontributions as they might arise from physi al sour es like on-time syn51

hrotron radiation, but also from more ompli ated ele troni e e ts whi h are not overed
by the online pedestal shift subtra tion using late digitisation samples whi h are o -time
to the beam pass. Although the re onstru ted pedestal shift for most of the HERA II data
u tuates around 0MeV, giving on den e in both the des ription of the polarimeter setup in
the parametrised simulation as well as in the absen e of su h more ompli ated error sour es,
there are some periods whi h are re onstru ted with pedestal shifts signi antly shifted from
zero. The observed pedestal shifts at those times would orrespond to syn hrotron energies
of less than 3MeV. As there is no data with very low energies available, i.e. no untriggered
data is available, the existen e of syn hrotron radiation an neither be proven nor ex luded.
In addition, there is no independent hint pointing to ele troni problems onne ted to the
pedestals of the signals. In that sense, the pedestal shift remains an auxiliary parameter of
the new analysis. Its total in uen e is estimated by taking this parameter out of the t,
xing it to zero and running the analysis over the omplete HERA II data set with only IP
distan e and beam spot size as free parameters to the t. The global in uen e that an be
observed in the measured polarisations P with and without pedestal shift or just as well in
the ratio to the LPOL polarisation for the two on gurations is within ÆP=P = 0:5%, whi h
is taken to be the global systemati un ertainty onne ted to this auxiliary.

3.7 Polarisation S ale from Rise Time Measurements

The maximal polarisation and its rise time a ording to the Sokolov-Ternov e e t in a storage
ring are redu ed in the presen e of depolarising e e ts. However, for most depolarising e e ts
the ratio of asymptoti polarisation limit and rise time Pmax = is still onstant
Pmax Pst
= st
(11)

with Pst and st being the asymptoti polarisation level and rise time given by a pure SokolovTernov e e t in the absen e of any depolarising e e ts. The rise time in the presen e of
depolarising e e ts an be written as [19℄
1= 1 + 1
(12)
 

st

depol

This intrinsi orrelation between the maximal polarisation value and the rise time allows
of the polarisation measurement to be he ked. Measuring the omplete
build-up of polarisation from a baseline till saturation and applying a t of a fun tion
(
P + (Pmax P0 )  (1 e (t t )= ) if t  t0
(13)
P (t) = 0
P0
otherwise
allows the determination of the ratio Pmax = and the he king of or even the alibration of
the Analysing Power by omparison with theoreti al expe tations. An example for su h a
rise time measurement is given in Fig. 24.
However, the above ratio might hange in the presen e of depolarising e e ts and alibration using rise time measurements will be biased unless the strength of the e e ts an
be estimated, e.g. from ma hine simulations [19℄, or even be measured. Su h e e ts be ome
espe ially important in a non- at ma hine as is the ase in the presen e of spin rotators.
In June 2007 a series of rise time measurements with all three spin rotator pairs has been
taken. In the ase of three rotator pairs the theoreti al un ertainty in estimation attempts
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Figure 24: Example of a rise time

urve, data taken on 26 June 2007, together with a t to
the urve using Eqn. 13. The beam is depolarised prior to time t0 with a residual polarisation
level P0 . After the depolarising ki ker magnet has been turned o , the polarisation rises with
rise time  , rea hing the asymptoti level Pmax . Towards the end the ki ker is swit hed on
again, destroying the polarisation.

of hanges to the above ratio are surmised to be of the order of 3% [20℄. Dedi ated ma hine
simulations, see [19℄, based on a detailed model of the spin properties of the HERA ollider
estimated an average value of the ratio of [21℄


Pmax




= (4:08  0:03)  10 4 s

1:

(14)

In Fig. 25 (left) the plateau polarisation and the rise time determined from the analysis of all
available rise time urves are ompared with the theoreti al expe tation. The right plot shows
a summary of the s ale fa tors derived from this analysis in luding the statisti al errors from
the t as well as the error from theory. The average s ale is found to be 1:007  0:010. This
gives an independent on rmation that the s ale determined in the analysis of the TPOL
is orre t and valid for beam onditions, energy and polarimeter onditions as were given
during the rise time measurements.
It should be pointed out that the results from the rise time measurement are not used any
further, and in parti ular are not used to alibrate the s ale of the TPOL. Beam and polarimeter onditions are di erent during normal HERA II running and the systemati un ertainty
due to these hanges is unknown. However, the results from the rise time measurements give
on den e, that the systemati un ertainties as assigned to the new analysis are omplete
and suÆ ient.
In an entirely independent analysis based on the avity LPOL [2℄ the same data have
been analysed using the avity measurements, and a similar agreement has been found.
Unfortunately a slightly di erent theoreti al model for the polarisation rise time was used
in this analysis, whi h makes a nal quantitative omparison diÆ ult. However within the
relative error between the two theories of 4% both results are ompatible.
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Figure 25: Fit results for the rise time

urves from June 2007. The rise time urves were tted
using Eqn. 13. The plateau polarisation obtained with the new analysis is plotted against
the orresponding rise time (left) together with the theory predi tion from Eqn. 14. On the
right the absolute s ale fa tor using this theory predi tion is shown. The average s ale fa tor
for the polarisation from the new analysis is 1:007  0:010.

Year Start
End
POL2000 Re ommendation
2004 1085373000 (May 24) 1088786591 (July 2) Dis ard LPOL
2005 1122990001 (Aug. 2) 1136073599 (De . 31) In rease systemati error
LPOL and TPOL
2006 1136073600 (Jan. 1) 1153506512 (July 21) Dis ard LPOL
Table 5: Long periods with polarimeter problems. The start/stop time is given as a UNIX
timestamp (se onds sin e 1/1/1970).
4

Comparison of LPOL and TPOL Measurements

To ompare the results of LPOL and TPOL the ratio of the LPOL polarisation to the TPOL
polarisation is shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27. Normal data taking periods are presented
in bla k points, while red and blue marks indi ate periods where serious problems with at
least one of the two polarimeters must have existed. For these plots only data taken during
luminosity operation of the experiments are in luded, and only with a minimal polarisation
of 20% to ensure ex lusion of the initial polarisation build-up period at the start of the ll.
The known periods of poor data quality and the orresponding re ommendations are
reported in Tab. 5.
Towards the end of the rst half of 2004 it was observed that signi ant damage has been
done to the LPOL rystal alorimeter, whi h made the omplete repla ement of the devi e
ne essary. It is not lear when the quality of the data started to deteriorate. During this
period the TPOL was fun tioning properly, and only measurements from the TPOL should
be used. As des ribed in the se tion on the LPOL the repla ement of the LPOL alorimeter
ne essitated the introdu tion of an additional s ale error of the LPOL of 1:4%.
Starting in the summer of 2005 the LPOL/TPOL ratio displayed a number of spurious
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Figure 26: Top: Ratio LPOL/TPOL for the years 2003-2007 for olliding bun hes. Periods
where LPOL is known to have had problems and should be dis arded are indi ated by red
marks and the bra kets at the bottom of the plots. The period marked in blue and the
bra ket at the bottom shows polarimeter problems too, the reasons for whi h are unknown.
It is re ommended to in rease the systemati un ertainty for both polarimeters during this
period. See also Tab. 5 for details.
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Figure 27: Ratio LPOL/TPOL for the omplete HERA II data set using the new TPOL
analysis. Data used are 1 hour average data for olliding bun hes only. Superimposed is a
t to a single Gaussian urve, with the t range restri ted to be within 2. Time periods
with known LPOL problems are not shown, see Tab. 5. The period Aug.-Nov. 2005 shows
polarimeter problems too and it is re ommended to in rease the systemati un ertainty for
both polarimeters here.
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Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Old TPOL
Mean Width
0.979 0.033
0.997 0.024
1.004 0.039
1.017 0.036
0.989 0.040

New TPOL
Mean Width
0.979 0.028
1.000 0.027
1.023 0.036
1.030 0.033
0.996 0.029

Table 6: Yearwise

omparison of mean and width of the LPOL/TPOL ratio distributions for
the old and the new TPOL analysis. For the old analysis values are taken from [9℄.

jumps whi h have not been explained in detail. During this time, from weeks 31 to 36 a
drop is visible in the LPOL/TPOL ratio, followed by an in rease in weeks 38 to 45. This
behaviour ontinued until end of 2005. Data in this period need to be treated spe ially.
During the rst half of 2006 the LPOL en ountered a number of serious problems. After
the winter shutdown a mistake in the laser transport system resulted in a wrong laser spot
size, whi h introdu ed spurious and unreliable measurements. These data have been agged
as unreliable for the LPOL and should be ex luded from analyses, see Tab. 5. Only the
TPOL measurements should be used throughout this period.
A summary of all good periods is given in Tab. 6. The means vary from 1, but are ompatible with the quoted error of the individual measurements of 2%. From the ombination
of the two devi es we expe t a width of the distribution of around 3%. This is ompatible
with the observation given in the table. Compared to the previous analysis the width has
been redu ed signi antly.
5

Re ommendations for Polarisation Values Treatment

In this se tion the re ommended way to treat the polarisation measurements from the TPOL
and the LPOL is dis ussed.

5.1 Systemati Error Classes

The systemati errors for both the TPOL and the LPOL enter into any dis ussion of ombined
measurements. Two di erent types of orrelations between the errors are onsidered: self
orrelations within one polarimeter, and orrelations between the two polarimeters. When
ombining polarisation measurements within one and with the other polarimeter both types
of orrelations need to be taken into a ount. The results from both the TPOL and the
LPOL an be written as:
LPOL  ÆP LPOL  ÆP LPOL  ÆP LPOL  ÆP LPOL
P LPOL  ÆPstat
Lu;T u
L ;T u
L ;T
Lu;T
TPOL
TPOL
TPOL
TPOL
T
P
OL
P
 ÆPstat  ÆPT u;Lu  ÆPT ;Lu  ÆPT ;L  ÆPTTPOL
u;L

| {z }
lass I

| {z }
lass II

| {z }
lass III

| {z }
lass IV

(15)

where a measurement value is a ompanied by a statisti al error and up to four di erent
types of systemati errors:
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 Class I errors are totally un orrelated systemati errors. They apply only to the

polarimeter in question, and are neither orrelated to a measurement of the same polarimeter at a di erent time (on a suÆ iently large time s ale), nor to a measurement
of the se ond polarimeter.
 Class II errors orrelate measurements of the same polarimeter (at a di erent time,
on a suÆ iently large time s ale), introdu ing a so- alled self orrelation. The errors of
this lass divide further into
errors, i.e. where orrelations over large
time ranges are assumed to vanish and
errors, where orrelations
over large time ranges are assumed to persist. Examples are given e.g. by global s ale
fa tors of ea h polarimeter (period independent), whi h orrelate the measurements
of a polarimeter possibly over a large time range, but are independent of the other
polarimeter, or errors relevant only for one polarimeter, e.g. laser beam alignment,
et . (period dependent).
 Class III errors orrelate the measurement of one polarimeter to that of the other one.
By de nition su h errors also imply self orrelation within one polarimeter. Examples
are given e.g. by ma hine dependent errors, e.g. the HERA opti s, whi h might a e t
both polarimeters at on e. Errors of this lass are period dependent.
 Class IV errors are those whi h des ribe internally un orrelated errors, but result
in a orrelation to the other experiment. This would imply that a measurement of
one polarimeter u tuates quasi statisti al, but in a orrelated manner with the other
polarimeter. As both polarimeters measure the polarisation independently there is no
reason to believe that su h errors exist.
The internal (self) orrelation a e ts measurements from one polarimeter at di erent
times in a similar way. Thus when making averages over long times, as they are needed by
the experiments, this orrelation needs to be taken into a ount. It will a e t the error,
but potentially also the value of the average. Sour es of systemati error implying su h
long orrelations are alled
, examples are given by e.g. the global s ale
errors of both polarimeters. If there are reasons to believe that orrelations are hanging
over suÆ iently short times, so that two very long periods an be regarded as un orrelated,
the sour es of systemati un ertainty are alled
. Class II errors an display
both types of period dependen ies.
Being of quasi-statisti al nature, the period dependen e lassi ation is not appli able to
lass I errors.
In the absen e of lass IV errors, orrelation with the other polarimeter also implies self
orrelation ( lass III errors). This type of errors is indu ed by external sour es whi h are
ommon to both polarimeters, thus not only orrelating two asso iated measurements of
both polarimeters, but equally the measurements of ea h polarimeter with themselves. Being
indu ed by external sour es whi h are subje t to hange over time, lass III errors are taken
to be period dependent.
Possible period dependen e needs to be distinguished from the possible time dependen e
of the assigned value of the un ertainty.
Tab. 1 lists the known sour es of systemati un ertainties for the LPOL and Tab. 3
and Tab. 4 those of the TPOL, with the lass of the systemati errors and possible period
dependen e (u: independent, d: dependent) indi ated. Based on this table the nal list of
systemati errors of the two polarimeters split into the di erent ategories are given in Tab. 7.
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period dependent

period independent

period independent

period dependent

Class
I
IIu
IId
IIId
Sum

ÆP=P (%)

LPOL
0.62
1.70
0.40
0.80
2.01

TPOL
0.89
0.99
1.20
0.53
1.87

Table 7: Summary of systemati

un ertainties for the LPOL and the TPOL, in per ent. The
systemati un ertainties of both polarimeters are given for three lasses with de nitions as
des ribed in Se t. 5.1 (un orrelated, internally orrelated, orrelated between both polarimeters) and period dependen e (u: independent, d: dependent).

5.2 Error S ale Fa tors

In Se t. 4 the ratio of LPOL/TPOL has been dis ussed. For a given period this distribution
should be entred around 1, and should have a width ompatible with the total systemati
error within this period. Following the pro edure for averaging results given in the PDG [22℄
a 2 is formed for ea h of the di erent periods:
X (hRi Ri )2
;
(16)
2 =
dR2
i

i

where the sum runs over N measurements of the LPOL/TPOL ratio R with systemati errors
dR in this period, whi h is formed from the separate systemati errors of the two polarimeters
assuming full orrelation between the lass III errors. The expe tation value of the ratio is
hRi = 1. If 2=N 1 is less or equal to 1, there are no problems with the errors. Where
2 =N 1 is somewhat larger than 1, a s ale fa tor is al ulated a ording to
S=

r

2
;
N 1

(17)
by whi h the error of the ratio is s aled. By means of error propagation the same s ale
fa tor needs to be applied to the systemati ontributions of ea h polarimeter too. This
s ale fa tor is al ulated for all periods individually whi h are onsidered for the polarisation
measurement. It is based on measurements taken within a given period, ex luding those
whi h are outside 2 around the mean of the distribution, to stabilise the results and
remove outliers. As lass I errors are onsidered as being quasi-statisti al errors, they do
not ontribute in moving the ratio from 1, the s ale fa tors are therefore re al ulated to be
applied only to the lass II and III errors:
v
u
u
u
t









dR2
dR2
R2 tot
R2 I





dR2
dR2
dR2
2
2
2
R IIu
R IId
R IIId

S2

(18)
+
+
The results of this pro edure are summarised in Tab. 8. The heli ity hanges of the longitudinal polarisation of the lepton beam as well as the parti le type in the di erent running
periods of HERA II are summarised in Tab. 9.
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Time Period
S ale S 0 from
(ÆP=P )LPOL (%)
(ÆP=P )TPOL (%)
2
Nb. Year
Start
End
Est. L  =(N 1) I IIu IId IIId I IIu IId IIId Comment
1 2003
1072915199  4%
1.186
0.62 2.01 0.47 0.95 0.89 1.17 1.42 0.63
(De . 31)
2 2004
1072915200 1101859199  14%
1
0.62 1.70 0.40 0.80 0.89 0.99 1.20 0.53 Dis ard LPOL
(Jan. 1)
(Nov. 30)
in-between
3 2004/05 1101859200 1122990000  17%
1.327
0.62 2.25 0.53 1.06 0.89 1.31 1.59 0.70
(De . 1)
(Aug. 2)
4 2005
1122990001 1126137599  6%
2.551
0.62 4.33 1.02 2.04 0.89 2.52 3.05 1.35
(Aug. 2)
(Sept. 7)
5 2005
1126137600 1136073599  8%
2.402
0.62 4.08 0.96 1.92 0.89 2.38 2.87 1.27
(Sept. 8) (De . 31)
6 2006
1136073600 1151711999  11%
1.397
- 0.89 1.38 1.67 0.74 Dis ard LPOL
(Jan. 1)
(June 30)
7 2006
1151712000 1167609599  20%
1.397
0.62 2.37 0.56 1.12 0.89 1.38 1.67 0.74 Dis ard LPOL
(July 1)
(De . 31)
at beginning
8 2007
1167609600 1174521599  7%
1.094
0.62 1.86 0.44 0.87 0.89 1.08 1.31 0.58
(Jan. 1)
(Mar. 21)
9 2007
1174521600 1180693800  9%
1
0.62 1.70 0.40 0.80 0.89 0.99 1.20 0.53
(Mar. 22) (June 1)
10 2007
1180693800 - (July 1)  2%
1
0.62 1.70 0.40 0.80 0.89 0.99 1.20 0.53
(June 1)
Table 8: Table summarising the results from TPOL and LPOL with systemati errors, for the di erent run periods of HERA II.
Indi ated is also the integrated luminosity olle ted for ea h of the periods. Note that this number is only indi ative and in luded for
information only, and should not be used in any analysis. The s ale fa tor S 0 applies to the error lasses II and III of both polarimeters,
resulting in the e e tive systemati values for LPOL and TPOL as given in this table. The start/stop times are given as a UNIX
timestamp (se onds sin e 1/1/1970).

Time Period
Start

LPOL
Parti le Sign
e+
+1
+
e
-1
e+
-1
+
e
+1
+
e
-1
e
-1
e
+1
e
-1
e
-1
e
+1
e
+1
e
-1
+
e
-1
+
e
+1
+
e
+1
e+
-1
+
e
-1

Nb. Year
End
1 2003
1055000000 (June 7)
1 2003
1055000001 (June 7) 1072915199 (De . 31)
2 2004
1072915200 (Jan. 1) 1080850000 (Apr. 1)
2 2004
1080850001 (Apr. 1) 1088040000 (June 24)
2 2004
1088040001 (June 24) 1101859199 (Nov. 30)
3 2004/05 1101859200 (De . 1) 1107200000 (Jan. 31)
3 2005
1107200001 (Jan. 31) 1116780000 (May 22)
3 2005
1116780001 (May 22) 1122990000 (Aug. 2)
4 2005
1122990001 (Aug. 2) 1126137599 (Sept. 7)
5 2005
1126137600 (Sept. 8) 1136073599 (De . 31)
6 2006
1136073600 (Jan. 1) 1146620000 (May 3)
6 2006
1146620001 (May 3) 1151711999 (June 30)
7 2006
1151712000 (July 1) 1165480000 (De . 7)
7 2006
1165480001 (De . 7) 1167609599 (De . 31)
8 2007
1167609600 (Jan. 1) 1174521599 (Mar. 21)
9 2007
1174521600 (Mar. 22) 1180693800 (June 1)
10 2007
1180693800 (June 1) (July 1)
Table 9: Table summarising the longitudinal polarisation heli ity and the parti le type of the

lepton beam for the di erent run periods of HERA II as de ned in Tab. 8. The heli ity is
given by the LPOL polarisation sign, whi h is de ned by the HERMES spin rotator setting.
The spin rotators at H1 and ZEUS were operational from O t. 2003 onwards and were usually
ipped together with the HERMES rotator ex ept for the last heli ity ip in Mar h 2007.
In addition an overall sign hange might apply and possible additional heli ity hanges in
the H1 or ZEUS spin rotators are not omprised. The start/stop time is given as a UNIX
timestamp (se onds sin e 1/1/1970).
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5.3 Averaging of Polarimeter Measurements
5.3.1 Error Classes in Averaging Pro edures

The polarimeter un ertainties as de ned in Se t. 5.1 an be ategorised a ording to the type
of orrelation between pairs of distin t polarisation measurements. In the following, the term
shall be used for two polarisation values Pi and Pj , if the following ondition
for the orrelation oeÆ ient between the two is ful lled: (Pi ; Pj ) = 1. It is important
to onsider the sign of the orrelation oeÆ ient, as the LPOL measurements arry a sign
depending on the longitudinal polarisation heli ity. A pair of polarimeter measurements of
opposite heli ity (PL ; PR ) whi h are onsidered
are in fa t negatively orrelated, i.e. (PL ; PR ) = 1. On the other hand the term
shall orrespond to the
ase where (Pi ; Pj ) = 0.
The relationship between the polarimeter un ertainties and the type of orrelation is
outlined in more detail:
 stat: Statisti al errors are un orrelated between any pair of polarimeter measurements.
When forming averages over longer periods these errors de rease and an be eventually
negle ted in long periods.
 lo al:
systemati errors orrespond to errors with short-range orrelations. For
two measurements taken in the same run period and with the same polarimeter the
orresponding
un ertainties are onsidered fully orrelated. If the measurements
originate from di erent run periods or from di erent polarimeters, the orresponding
un ertainties are onsidered un orrelated. A ording to this errors are formed
by the error lasses I and IId.
 hera:
systemati errors originate from ma hine dependent e e ts. The
un ertainties are fully orrelated for any measurement of either polarimeter within one
run period. Only if the measurements originate from di erent run periods their
un ertainties are onsidered un orrelated.
errors are represented by the error lass
IIId.
 s ale:
un ertainties are systemati errors a e ting the overall s ale of all measurements of a given polarimeter. The
un ertainties of any pair of measurements
taken with the same polarimeter are onsidered fully orrelated. When dealing with
measurements of di erent polarimeters, the orresponding
un ertainties are onsidered un orrelated.
errors are represented by the error lass IIu.
Using the notation Æ := ÆP=P for the relative systemati errors, the above des ription an
be summarised adding lass I and IId errors in quadrature:
q
2
Ælo al = ÆI2 + ÆIId
(19)
Æhera = ÆIIId
Æs ale = ÆIIu
fully

orrelated

fully

orrelated

un orrelated

Lo al

lo al

lo al

lo al

Hera

hera

hera

Hera

S ale

s ale

s ale

S ale

5.3.2 Averaging Pro edure

For use in the experiments luminosity weighted time averages of the polarimeter measurements are required. A possible pro edure might look like
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1. Analyse ea h run period with onstant heli ity separately. The information about the
systemati errors of the run periods is given in Tab. 8 and the information about heli ity
hanges is given in Tab. 9.
2. Group the experiment data for a given run period into three samples, depending on the
type of polarisation measurement available in a ertain time window (e.g. 5 minutes).
Cal ulate for ea h data sample the ontributing integrated luminosity Li:
 LL: integrated luminosity of the data sample data with LPOL measurements only
 LT : integrated luminosity of the data sample data with TPOL measurements only
 LLT : integrated luminosity of the data sample data with measurements available
from both polarimeters
3. Cal ulate for the three data samples four luminosity weighted average polarisation
values:
 PLLPOL
, avg : luminosity weighted average of LPOL polarisation orresponding to the
integrated luminosity LL
 PTTPOL
, avg : luminosity weighted average of TPOL polarisation orresponding to the
integrated luminosity LT
LPOL : luminosity weighted average LPOL polarisation orresponding to the
 PLT
, avg
integrated luminosity LLT
TPOL : luminosity weighted average TPOL polarisation orresponding to the
 PLT
, avg
integrated luminosity LLT
At this step, the statisti al un ertainties of the polarisation averages over a full run period are small and an be negle ted safely. If desired, they an still be al ulated, taking
into a ount that distin t polarimeter measurements are statisti ally independent.
4. Cal ulate the luminosity weighted average of the four polarimeter averages for the given
run period as


LPOL j + f P TPOL
TPOL + L
f
j
P
LLjPLLPOL
j
+
L
P
L
T
T
LT
LT , avg
LT , avg
, avg
T , avg
Pavg =
:
(20)
LL + LT + LLT
Here, fL is the relative weight of the LPOL average when averaging with the TPOL
and fT = 1 fL. We re ommend to simply use fL = 1=2, be ause the systemati
errors of LPOL and TPOL are of similar size. However, if desired, the parameter fL
an be varied su h that the overall systemati un ertainty is minimised. Note, that
the signed LPOL averages need to enter with their absolute values, while the TPOL
values are heli ity free. The average polarisation Pavg al ulated in this way is heli ity
free as well. Alternatively, the TPOL averages an be multiplied by a heli ity sign
h = 1 orresponding to the LPOL average signs, resulting then in a signed average
polarisation value Pavg .
The average polarisation Pavg an be rewritten as
LPOL j + w P TPOL
(21)
Pavg = wL jPavg
T avg
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using weights

wL =

LL + fLLLT
LL + LT + LLT

and

wT

=1

wL

(22)

and average LPOL and TPOL polarisations
LPOL
LL jPLLPOL
, avg j + fL LLT jPLT , avg j
LL + fL LLT
TPOL
T P OL
TPOL = LT PT , avg + fT LLT PLT , avg :
Pavg
LT + fT LLT

LPOL j =
jPavg

(23)

5. Cal ulate the orresponding systemati un ertainties as
LPOL LPOL
PsLPOL
ale, avg = wL jPavg j Æs ale
LPOL LPOL
PloLPOL
al, avg = wL jPavg j Ælo al
TPOL Æ TPOL
PsTPOL
s ale
ale, avg = wT Pavg
TPOL
TPOL
Plo al, avg = wT Pavg ÆloTPOL
al
LPOL j Æ LPOL + w P TPOL Æ TPOL
Phera, avg = wL jPavg
T avg
hera
hera

(24)

with the relative un ertainties ÆsLPOL,TPOL
ale,lo al,hera given by Eqn. 19 and the values as summarised in Tab. 8 for ea h run period and adding the
errors linearly to take their
orrelation into a ount.
hera

6. Add the
and the
errors quadrati ally as those two lasses are un orrelated
to ea h other and a ross run periods:
lo al

hera

q

TPOL 2
2
2
Pun orr,avg = (PloLPOL
al, avg ) + (Plo al, avg ) + (Phera, avg ) :

(25)

The result are an absolute value for the average polarisation and three sour es of systemati un ertainty given for ea h run period:
Pavg

TPOL
 PsLPOL
ale, avg  Ps ale, avg  Pun orr,avg :

(26)

7. If desired, average run periods with same parti le type (e+ or e ) and same longitudinal
polarisation heli ity. The average polarisation of i = 1; N run periods with integrated
luminosities Li and average polarisations Pi derived using the pre eding steps, al ulates
as
N
X
with weights Wi = PLN i
Pavg = Wi Pi
(27)
j

i=1

Lj

whi h an be expressed again in terms of average LPOL and TPOL polarisations as
LPOL j + W P TPOL
Pavg = WL jPavg
T avg
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(28)

with LPOL and TPOL polarisations averaged over the run periods and orresponding
weights
j

LPOL
Pavg

j=

TPOL
Pavg

WL =

N
X
i=1

=

P

LPOL

P

TPOL

i wL;i jPi
iW
P
i Wi wL;i

j

i wT;i Pi
iW
P
i Wi wT;i

and

Wi wL;i

WT

=

(29)
N
X
i=1

Wi wT;i

where the weights wL;i and wT;i denote the relative weights between LPOL and TPOL
averages for ea h run period i following Eqn. 22 and Eqn. 23. Of ourse, the overall
weights obey WL + WT = 1.
The orresponding systemati un ertainties of the average polarisation Pavg are given
by
X
Wi PsLPOL
PsLPOL
ale;i
ale, avg =


PsTPOL
ale, avg

=

Pun orr, avg =
where the

s ale

i

X

i

Wi PsTPOL
ale;i

s
X

i

(30)

(Wi Pun orr;i)2

errors of either polarimeter are onsidered orrelated a ross periods.

Example: Cal ulate the total error on the quantity PL  PR with polarisation
averages from two di erent run periods with opposite heli ity.

For data analysis one has to onsider the polarisation values from ea h run period together
with the three types of error as dis ussed above. The
errors of ea h polarimeter are
fully orrelated a ross run periods to themselves but un orrelated to the
errors of the
other polarimeter, whereas the
errors are un orrelated.
Consider two run periods with opposite heli ity (denoted by L and R):
PL  PLLPOL, s ale  PLTPOL, s ale  PLun orr
PR  PRLPOL, s ale  PRTPOL, s ale  PRun orr
Note, that by onvention all errors are positive numbers here and that in the ase of di erent
heli ities, where PL > 0 and PR < 0, the
errors are negatively orrelated. The total
error on the quantity PL  PR thus is given by
s ale

s ale

un orr

s ale



(PL  PR ) = PLun orr)2 + (PRun orr2
+ PLLPOL, s ale  PRLPOL, s ale 2

+ PLTPOL, s ale  PRTPOL, s ale 2
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1
2

(31)

Period

e+L
e+R
eL
eR

un orr (%) ÆP LPOL,s ale (%) ÆP TPOL,s ale (%) ÆP total (%)
Pavg (%) ÆPavg
avg
avg
avg

-36.3
30.4
-26.0
30.3

0.73
0.75
1.10
1.03

0.70
0.98
0.99
0.91

0.67
0.64
1.10
1.15

1.21
1.39
1.84
1.79

Table 10:

Table summarising estimated average results for the four di erent periods with
either positron or ele tron running and left or right handed polarisation state. Here, left/right
heli ity refers to a negative/positive LPOL polarisation sign, following the onvention at H1.
For this estimation the suggested averaging pro edure has been applied to all of HERA
II polarimeter data using equal integrated luminosity weights for all 5 minute bu kets as
des ribed in Se t. 5.3.2, enumeration point 2. The total systemati un ertainty is al ulated
by adding all three distin t sour es in quadrature. The values are for illustration only and
will vary in the analyses when the experiments' integrated luminosities and data sele tion
uts are properly taken into a ount.

6

Summary

In this note the nal analyses of the polarisation in the TPOL and the nal results of the
LPOL polarimeter at HERA II are presented. The analysis for the transverse polarimeter
TPOL is based on a omplete reanalysis of the data re orded during the HERA II running.
E e ts from the position and property of the intera tion region between the laser beam and
the lepton beam are taken into a ount. For the rst time the e e t from the non-vanishing
linear light polarisation are onsidered as well. An internal systemati error of the TPOL of
1:9% has been found. The analysis of the LPOL has been reevaluated and the systemati
errors have been essentially on rmed to be 2:0%.
The polarisation s ale for the TPOL has been on rmed in a totally independent way using
rise time measurements, whi h were done at the end of the HERA II running in 2007. Good
agreement with the polarisation s ale intrinsi to the analysis is found, with no indi ations
of a systemati shift or bias.
A pro edure to average the results from the two polarimeters TPOL and LPOL is des ribed. It takes into a ount possible orrelations between the two polarimeters, and between
periods of di erent running onditions. A pres ription is presented how the experiments
should use the polarisation values in their analyses.
When applying the suggested averaging pro edure to the omplete set of HERA II polarimeter data using equal ontributing integrated luminosity values Li for every 5 minute
bu ket as des ribed in Se t. 5.3.2, enumeration point 2, the ontributions of systemati un ertainty for the four running periods with either ele trons or positrons and left or right handed
polarisation an be estimated. The results are shown in Tab. 10. Following this estimation
the total systemati un ertainty, al ulated by adding the three systemati ontributions in
quadrature, is for all four periods < 1:9% and for the positron run periods even < 1:4%.
These estimated results are for illustration only. It is expe ted that the pre ise results will
vary somewhat for the experiments as their integrated luminosities and data sele tion uts
need to be taken into a ount properly.
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